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 While many devices offer electronic musicians opportunities to digitally record, 

augment, and modulate their sounds, there is a gap for acoustic, instrumental performers. 

Two primary problems that acoustic instrumentalists experience when using electronics is 

that either that the suite of hardware elements required for looping, effects, transposition, 

and panning are too cumbersome and require too much computer expertise to setup or 

the programming interface requires them to use their hands to operate. The 

SCREAMboard (Soloist Controlled Real-time Electronic Audio Manipulation Board) was 

devised as a way to provide improvising acoustic soloists a standardized solution for 

performing with sophisticated digital recording and processing techniques, using a single 

piece of hands-free hardware. The device provides the performer with a set of thirteen 

foot-controlled joysticks, each with independent X-axis and Y-axis movement as well as a 

pushbutton on the Z-axis. The signals from those pedals are routed to a computer, where 

they control electronic processing of the original live sounds. The computer records, plays 

back, loops, and spatializes any sound procedurally for up to eight speakers. The pedals 

also control fourteen unique filters, as well as four-octave polyphonic transposition, 

which can be altered, automated, and applied to any or all of the twelve unique audio 

channels in real-time. Loops can be recorded with any length and can match exactly or by 

a ratio the length of any other loop. The software provides a visualization of each user-

selected mode, option, and automation, and the computer monitor displays feedback 
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related to recording length, filters, spatialization, and timbre. Critical data is also 

visualized by thirteen multi-colored light emitting diodes, which are mounted on the pedal 

board itself. An application programming interface was coded in Max/MSP, which gives 

performers the ability to create their own software interfaces based on the hardware 

design. The design objectives for this project were seven-fold: to be hands-free, to not 

require that performers have programming expertise or computer training, to use a single 

piece of hardware, to work in real-time, to make every option quickly accessible, and to 

not require any custom manufacturing processes. The device has been successfully tested 

with a variety of instrumentalists, in several different performance settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Improvisation is difficult. It is a study in quick thinking and rapid, precise 

execution. It requires a deep understanding and quick recall of relevant style 

characteristics and idiomatic musical gestures. It can require a lifetime of practice to 

master, because musicians are always pushing themselves to improvise in more 

meaningful, profound or complex ways. Yet there is no qualitative metric to characterize 

the level of quality or mastery of an improvisation. On the topic of improvisation, 

trombonist Scott Thomson noted, “Strict notions of technical excellence are difficult to 

locate and assess.”1 The concepts of improvising well or improvising poorly are almost 

impossible to define because the act of improvisation is so personal and subjective. The 

technical demands of an instrument, coupled with creative stresses that performers place 

on their own artistic development and the deeply personal nature of each performer’s 

improvisational history makes it an extremely daunting task. 

On the other hand, improvisation is also simple. People of all ages can, without 

difficulty, improvise a simple rhythm or melody, regardless of musical skill, training, or 

formal education. Between ages seven and nine, children experience a stage or rapid 

improvisatory growth, quickly developing more sophisticated melodic and rhythmic 

                                                   
     1. Scott Thomson, “The Pedagogical Imperative of Musical Improvisation,” Critical 
Studies in Improvisation 3, no. 2 (2007): accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.criticalimprov.com/article/viewArticle/353/643 
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gestures when improvising.2 As jazz musicians spend tens of thousands of hours 

developing their craft, children all over the world are running around, singing made up 

songs without any conscious thought to music theory, counterpoint, or harmony. There is 

something child-like, personal, and even primal about the act of musical improvisation; it 

can be a powerful way to express and characterize deep human emotion. Susan C. 

Gardstrom studied the similarities between the unspoken emotions in troubled 

adolescents and the music they improvise in individual sessions with her. She found that 

there were meaningful non-verbal similarities between musicians, and that certain 

emotions share commonalities between improvisers. When discussing one of her 

participants, she notes: 
 
In our final session, Chrissy said, “...I made it loud for anger and stuff, 
‘cause I have an anger problem, so that’s why I played anger a lot.” I asked 
her if when she played anger it was because she was feeling angry in that 
moment and she said that it was not; rather, her playing was a 
representation of how her anger feels when she feels it.3  

Musical improvisation can depict human emotions so well because it is itself so personal 

and intimate. And more astounding than that, it can be used as a universal language for 

people to discuss and explore emotions. 

People also receive physiological and psychological benefits when they define and 

develop an aural language to describe their emotions. Speaking about a stressful event 

(after all, talking is a form of loosely-pitched sonic improvisation) is more beneficial than 

                                                   
     2. Mark T. Kiehn, “Creative Thinking: Music Improvisational Skills Development 
among Elementary School Students,” Journal of Education and Human Development 1, 
no. 2 (2007): accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.scientificjournals.org/journals2007/articles/1213.pdf 
     3. Susan G. Gardstrom, “An Investigation of Meaning in Clinical Music Improvisation 
with Troubled Adolescents,” Qualitative Inquiries in Music Thearapy 1, no. 4 (2004): 
accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.barcelonapublishers.com/QIMTV1/QIMT20041(4)Gardstrom.pdf 
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writing about that event for improving a person’s self-esteem, adjusting one’s cognitive 

outlook, and eliciting smaller, negative responses.4 The act of sonifying the stress is more 

helpful than writing about it. There is something fundamental to the human condition 

buried deep in the act of making sounds; on the subject of improvisation, avant-garde 

guitarist Derek Baily said, “Historically, it pre-dates any other music–mankind’s first 

musical performance couldn’t have been anything other than a free improvisation.”5 

Regardless of its perceived simplicity or difficulty, improvisation is one of the most 

emotional, intimate, and immediate forms of artistic expression that humanity has ever 

created. 

This peculiar simultaneity of musical improvisation being both a primal urge and a 

difficult undertaking is best understood in relation to its unique temporality. The aspect 

of improvisation (and other arts that involve speaking, singing, or performing with sound) 

that differs from artists in other mediums is the ability to execute an idea immediately 

after thinking of it. A painter who is struck with inspiration may take an hour, a day, or 

even a year to fully execute that idea. An author may quickly type out a paragraph, but 

writing it is not instantaneous; in fact, in many instances it takes longer to write a 

sentence than to read it. A filmmaker can jot down an idea on a cocktail napkin, but it 

could be years before the content of that napkin is filmed and screened for an audience. 

Sonic improvisers have fast, precise, direct communication with their instrument. Pressing 

a key, producing a stream of air, or articulating an attack takes a fraction of a second. 

                                                   
     4. Brian A. Esterling et al., “Emotional Disclosure Through Writing or Speaking 
Modulates Latent Epstein-Barr Virus Antibody Titers,” Journal of Consulting and 
Clinical Psychology 62, no. 1 (1994): 130-140. 
     5. Derek Baily, Improvisation: Its Nature and Practice in Music (Cambridge: Da Capo 
Press, 1980), 83. 
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The moment that musical improvisers think of an idea, they can actuate it. The latency 

from the performer’s brain to the audience’s ear is generally very small–it takes just as 

long to create and execute a musical gesture as it does to hear it. 

The problem is that electronic improvisations do not have the same immediacy and 

speed of execution by default. Programming patches for performers to use takes time, and 

incorporating unanticipated changes or adjustments to a patch during a performance is 

often impossible. When people play pre-composed music with electronics, the electronics 

can be perfectly tuned to the exact settings at the precise moment necessary, but 

improvising musicians do not have that luxury. 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 

The rationale for this study was to research modern techniques, devices, and 

practices that electroacoustic performers and improvisers use and to implement this 

research into a complete hardware and software solution specifically tailored to allow 

instrumental improvisers to adjust their electronics on the fly. The solution would allow 

the performer instantaneous freedom to play with great virtuosity and at the same time 

allow him or her complete autonomy over a suite of electronics, specifically coded to 

assist improvisers. 

Composer Milton Babbit said that electronics in modern music have “shifted the 

boundaries of music away from the limitations of the acoustical instrument, of the 

performer's coordinating capabilities, to the almost infinite limitations of the electronic 

instrument. The new limitations are the human ones of perception.”6 Because electronic 

music has focused more on the perception of musical possibilities, it has strayed from the 

traditional definition of acoustic virtuosity. As an example, playing “in-tune” is not a skill 

that requires practice to successfully achieve when a computer is synthesizing the sound. 

Because it does not require as much practice, it can be viewed as slightly less impressive. 

However, modern concertgoers have been trained to appreciate traditional acoustic 

virtuosity; they are taught to value a performer who takes years to master and perfect the 

                                                   
     6. Richard Kostelanetz and Joseph Darby, Classic Essays on Twentieth-Century 
Music: A Continuing Symposium (Stamford: Wadsworth Publishing, 1996). 
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subtle nuance and incredible difficulty required of a particular piece. Because electronic 

music does not approach concepts like virtuosity the same way as acoustic performances, 

there can be a psychological hurdle to overcome when listening to an electronic musician 

onstage. Most audience members know what a flute sounds like and what it is capable of. 

They can recognize when it is played with passion and virtuosity. Electronic musicians are 

viewed slightly differently because audiences do not have preconceived notions about 

what the specific hardware and software is capable of, what it could sound like, and what 

makes for a masterful performance. This lack of empirical understanding with electronic 

instruments may seed reservation or even distrust in an audience. On the subject of 

audience distain for the unknown realm of electronics, composer Herbert Brün said of his 

fellow electronic musicians, “We still labor and suffer under the oppression of those who 

can hide their determined unwillingness behind a modestly confessed lack of 

understanding.”7 One might ask a performer: why not just press play on a CD? One 

might ask a composer: why weren’t we explicitly shown which instrument is making 

which noise? One might ask an ensemble: are you all just sitting up there checking your 

email? For electronic musicians, finding a way to reinforce an audience’s appreciation for 

their virtuosic performances was of great concern to this project. 

To complicate matters further, in purely electronic pieces of music, it is possible to 

exactly duplicate (down to the sample) any electronic performance, and often times the 

difference between what is manually actuated, what is automated, and what is 

prerecorded is impossible to surmise. So not only is it difficult to tell what parts of a 

                                                   
     7. Herbert Brun, “Technology and the Composer” (paper presented to the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Stockholm, Sweden, June 10, 
1970). 
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performance require great virtuosity to perform, but there is also no sonic difference 

between a complicated live performance and a piece where the performer’s only 

responsibility is to press the “play” button.8 For all of the creative and technical progress 

that electronic musicians have made in the past century, there is still an element of 

immediacy, intimacy, and clear causality that only live acoustic performers can effortlessly 

convey to an audience. The purpose of this project was to create a device that would 

allow one to capture the immediacy of a live performer in a new and innovative way and 

wed it with the myriad sonic possibilities of electronic music. 

There have been plenty of creative solutions that allow live performers to take 

advantage of electronic possibilities.9 The problem for instrumental soloists, however, is 

that improvising with traditional electronics puts them at a creative disadvantage. Most 

acoustic musical instruments require two hands to play, which means there are few 

opportunities for an instrumental performer to push buttons on a computer. For an 

improvising woodwind performer playing with a computer, pressing a button to move to 

the next piece of code may conflict with fingering a note that is creatively relevant the 

current musical gesture. Performers would have to choose whether to play their 

instruments or press buttons on their electronics, which could be highly problematic. In 

such a situation, a possible solution would be to pre-compose the electronics to suit a 

specific performance.10 Another option could involve a pitch or rhythm tracking software 

                                                   
     8. Deadmau5, “We All Hit Play,” United We Fail, June 25, 2012, accessed February 
19, 2013. http://deadmau5.tumblr.com/post/25690507284/we-all-hit-play. 
     9. Paul Sanden, Liveness in Modern Music: Musicians, Technology, and the Perception 
of Performance (New York: Routledge, 2012), 87-113. 
     10. Peter Kirn, Keyboard Presents the Evolution of Electronic Dance Music 
(Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 2011). 
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that updates elements of the code based on what note or pattern is being performed.11 

Changes in the electronic processing could also be actuated by a separate performer.12 

However, these solutions limit the creativity of the soloist. Pre-composed electronics are 

not flexible and cannot be changed once they are set. Rhythm or pitch tracking requires 

the performer to play certain notes, which might not fit the current gesture. Finally, 

collaborations between an improvising musician and a second person who alters the 

electronics could be frustrating or unsatisfying if the two performers are not in musical 

and stylistic agreement. Solo performers need a hands-free solution that provides creative 

control over a variety of electronic processing techniques and allows the performer 

freedom to improvise without boundaries. 

                                                   
     11. Andrew N. Roberton and Mark D. Plumbley, “Post-processing Fiddle~: A Real-
time Multi-pitch Tracking Technique Using Harmonic Partial Subtraction for Use Within 
Live Performance Systems,” International Computer Music Association 2009 (2009): 
227-230. 
     12. Maarten van Walstijn, Pedro Rebelo, “The Prosthetic Conga: Towards an Actively 
Controlled Hybrid Musical Instrument,” International Computer Music Association 2005 
(2005): 1-4. 
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
 

 Throughout its history, innovation in the field of electronic music is often tied to 

technological advancements. Developed in 1897, Thaddeus Cahill’s telharmonium was 

the first electronic performance instrument. The telharmonium required electric 

generators that would spin at different rates to generate pitches when a performer pressed 

a button on a console.13 But that generator, called a dynamo, had only been invented 

twenty-one years earlier by Thomas Edison and General Electric and revealed to the 

public at the 1876 Centennial Exposition.14 The development or popularization of this 

device would not have been possible without Thomas Edison and the dynamo, and as 

such its development is intimately linked with late 19th century developments in 

manufacturing and electronics. 15 

 The next major development in electronic musical performance was an 

unintentional discovery made by a physicist in the middle of the Russian Civil War. In 

October of 1920, Léon Theremin discovered that the electro-magnetic sensors he was 

developing could be used as pitch and volume controllers for a musical instrument.16 He 

                                                   
     13. Cahill, Thaddeus. Art of and Apparatus for Generating and Distributing Music 
Electronically. US Patent 580,035, filed April 6, 1897. 
     14. Austin Weber, “Then & Now: The 1876 Centennial Exposition,” Assembly, 
September 1, 2001, accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.assemblymag.com/articles/83790-then-now-the-1876-centennial-exposition. 
     15. Frerruccio Busoni, Sketch Of A New Esthetic Of Music (New York: G. Schirmer, 
1911), 33-34. 
     16. K.D. Skeldon et al, “Physics of the Theremin,” American Journal of Physics 66, 
no. 11 (1998): 45-55. 
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called this device the Theremin. The instrument was championed by Vladimir Lenin 

because it demonstrated great innovation and creativity of the Russian people.17 Like the 

telharmonium, the Theremin would not have been possible without earlier developments 

in the field of proximity sensors. A composition like Ecuatorial, written by Varèse in 

1932, required Theremins to achieve a particular timbre, a smoothly gliding high pitched 

sound with a wide range, which would have been impossible without these innovations.18 

Seven years after Ecuatorial, the John Cage composition Imaginary Landscapes 1 

integrated pre-recorded, amplified sounds from a phonograph with live cymbal and 

muted piano. Cage used recorded test tones, played back on a variable-speed phonograph 

and amplified with a new generation of high quality differential amplifiers.19 If the higher 

quality, long-tailed pair amplifier had not been invented in the mid 1930s,20 compositions 

involving an amplified phonograph would not have been possible. Author and music 

historian Thom Holmes notes that the “distinctive charged energy of electronic music,” in 

Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes 1 helped the piece “[become] part of a legacy of highly 

experimental works that greatly influenced music in the second half of the twentieth 

century.”21 

                                                   
 
     17. Albert Glinsky, Theremin: Ether Music and Espionage (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 2000), 26. 
     18. Ryan Janus, “A Conductor's Guide to the Performance of Edgar Varese's Wind 
and Percussion Music,” DMA diss., Catholic University of America, 1991. 
     19. Kay Larson, Where the Heart Beats: John Cage, Zen Buddhism, and the Inner Life 
of Artists (New York: Penguin Press, 2012), 71-88. 
     20. Alan Blumlein, Improvements in and relating to Sound-transmission, Sound-
recording and Sound-reproducing Systems, US Patent 2,185,367, filed June 24, 1937. 
     21. Thom Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music, 3rd ed. (New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 44. 
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The Phillips Pavillion was created for the Brussles World’s Fair in 1958, under the 

management of composer, architect, and engineer Iannis Xenakis.22 Though no records 

exist of the total number of speakers in the pavilion embedded in the walls, most 

musicologists suspect about 350.23 The amplifiers for the space were designed specifically 

to allow fluid spatialization between groups of five speakers. Because of this technical 

innovation, and because of the sheer number of speakers available, compositions like 

Edgard Varèse’s 1958 piece Poeme Electronique featured an unprecedented movement of 

sounds around the performance space.24 The diffusion and spatialization of sounds in 

Poeme Electronique would not have been possible without the amplifiers and 

architectural innovations that immediately preceded it. Again, there is a link between the 

development of a new technology and its immediate artistic application. 

 The 1967 Morton Subotnick composition, Silver Apples of the Moon was 

influenced by the technical innovations of the Buchla 100. The inclusion of multiple 

sequencers that could be performed simultaneously represented a great boon for 

composers at the time. Not only was Subotnick influenced by the synthesizer, he was also 

a collaborator in its creation. Years before composing Silver Apples of the Moon, 

Subotnick had worked closely with Donald Buchla on “what may have been the first 

analog synthesizer (now at the Smithsonian Museum).”25 Years of collaboration led 

Subotnick to a deep understanding of the hardware. When composing the piece, 

                                                   
     22. Iannis Xenakis, Music and Architecture, annotated ed. (New York: Pendragon 
Press, 2008). 
     23. André Meyer, “Le Pavillion Philips & Le Poème Electronique” (presented to 
INART 55, Penn State, February 26, 2013). 
     24. Peter Manning, Electronic & Computer Music, revised ed. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), 395-397. 
     25. Morton Subotnick, “About Morton Subotnick,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.mortonsubotnick.com/about.html 
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Subotnick typically configured his patch in a way that multiple sequencers were 

controlling unique elements in each sound, including pitch, volume, and spatialization. At 

the same time, the Buchla 100 allowed him to modify pertinent characterizes of each 

sequencer, which could modify the properties of a sequence as it was playing.26 None of 

these features would have been available ten years before; the piece required specific 

technology from the Buchla 100 to create. Like the previous examples, the development 

of the Buchla 100 closely paralleled Subotnick’s creation of Silver Apples of the Moon, 

which established Subotnick as one of the world’s great electronic composers as well as 

the “foremost virtuoso of Buchla’s synthesizer.”27 

 During the 1960s and early 1970s, major electronic music composition studios 

were being founded at universities all over the United States, Canada and Europe. In 

1970, Herbert Brün presented a lecture discussing this phenomenon for the United 

Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. When discussing electronic 

music in the classroom, he said: 
 
Major [studios] are the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center, and 
the studios at the Universities of Illinois and Toronto. Now there are 
hundreds of such installations to be found in the western hemisphere; and if 
ten years ago many a music department chairman did not know what an 
electronic music studio was, today that chairman would at least always 
know whether the school has one or not.28 

                                                   
     26. Mark Vail, Synthesizers: Pioneering Designers, Groundbreaking Instruments, 
Collecting Tips, Mutants of Technology, 2nd ed. (San Francisco: Miller Freeman Books, 
2000), 106-107. 
     27. Thom Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music, 3rd ed. (New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 223. 
     28. Herbert Brun, “Technology and the Composer” (paper presented to the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Stockholm, Sweden, June 10, 
1970). 
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This revolution in electronic composition studios correlated with an evolution in 

hardware development. In 1974, the first electronic wind instrument, the Lyricon was 

created. Designed by Bill Bernadi and Roger Noble, the Lyricon was designed to give 

wind performers a way to create electronic music.29 In addition to offering fingerings like 

a woodwind instrument, it featured a non-vibrating mouthpiece with a spring and a 

pressure sensor. The more performers tightened their embouchure, the louder the note 

would sound. The Lyricon was released on several major albums, including Steely Dan’s 

Peg, The Grateful Dead’s 1977 Terrapin Station, and Michael Jackson’s 1982 Billie 

Jean.30 In addition to innovations with instruments imitating wind instruments, there 

were also innovations in keyboard technology that paralleled the rapid growth of 

electronic music studios. In 1979 George Mattson introduced the Syntar, the first over-

the-shoulder keyboard synthesizer. It would later be grouped in with the keytar family of 

instruments, but in its time, it was a completely unique piece of hardware.31 The Syntar 

featured a thirty-seven note keyboard, shoulder-strap, a wooden panel above the keys 

with switches and knobs, and a neck that protruded out from the low end of the 

keyboard, covered with buttons and switches. The Syntar is one example of the myriad of 

new devices that were introduced in the mid to late 1970s. No longer did performers have 

to rely on a single engineer or designer to produce a specific kind of hardware. They had a 

wealth of options, each offering a unique interface and experience. This rapid 

proliferation of hardware devices closely paralleled the rapid increase in the number of 

                                                   
     29. Joy Greenberg, A Pause in the Rain, (Booklocker, 2006), 6-34. 
     30. John Walters, “A History of Wind Synthesizers,” accessed March 13, 2010, 
http://www.EWI-EVI.com. 
     31. James D. Maier, “The Performance Music Systems Syntar,” accessed February 19, 
2013, http://www.carbon111.com/syntar.html. 
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electronic composition studio as well as the rise of recording studios equipped with 

electronic synthesis capabilities. 

  The next major development of performable electronics was the introduction of 

the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) standard, published in August of 1983. 

The MIDI standard allowed different pieces of hardware from different companies to 

communicate with each other. Performers could now use a single keyboard (called a 

MIDI controller) to activate sounds from a variety of different sound modules 

(synthesizers without keyboards). Though the Prophet 600 was the first synthesizer to 

incorporate MIDI, thousands of devices quickly followed suit.32 Triggering electronics 

with a piano-like interface no longer required a single specialized piece of hardware; a 

performance instrument could be created from a dozen different pieces of hardware that 

were manufactured by a dozen different companies. 

This communication standardization became popular so quickly that professional 

studio albums started integrating it into their recordings almost immediately. Recorded in 

1985 and released in 1986, Janet Jackson’s album Control featured accompaniment lines 

from an Ensoniq Mirage MIDI synthesizer.33 Other early adopters of the MIDI standard 

included Pink Floyd, in their 1987 album A Momentary Lapse of Reason34 and the Chick 

Corea Elektric Band’s debut, eponymous album in 1986.35 

                                                   
     32. Mark Jenkins, Analog Synthesizers: Understanding, Performing, Buying–from the 
Legacy of Moog to Software Synthesis (New York: Focal Press, 2007), 74-75. 
     33. Craig Halstead and Chris Cadman, Jacksons Number Ones (Self-published via 
Authors On Line Ltd, 2003), 126. 
     34. Nick Mason, Philip Dodd, ed., Inside Out: A Personal History of Pink Floyd 
(London: Phoenix, 2005), 284-286. 
     35. Chick Corea, Chick Corea Elektric Band, liner notes, 1986. 
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 1987 marked the first time performers were able to quickly and reliably use non-

keyboard interfaces in their MIDI controlled performances. Michael Brecker popularized 

a revival of the Electronic Wind Instrument (EWI) with his 1987 solo album Michael 

Brecker. His MIDI controlled EWI, manufactured by Akai, is similar to the original 

design of the Lyricon and offers the performer similar functionality. Instead of 

synthesizing sounds, the EWI could be used to trigger any sound from any sound module 

that followed the recently released MIDI standard. 

Stockhausen’s 1988 opera, Dienstag aus Licht (Tuesday from Light) calls for a 

“modern orchestra” made up of three MIDI synth players, one percussion playing MIDI 

controllers, and one tape operator. This orchestration was made possible by the MIDI 

standard, developed three years earlier. Simon Stockhausen, Karlheinz’s son, made a 

comment about their relationship to MIDI when they were creating the synthesized voices 

for Dienstag aus Licht: 
 
Of course he wrote the score, which would indicate, for example, to play a 
C-sharp, but what this C-sharp could become, I could determine myself, to 
a great extent, while he was correcting and making suggestions. So, I was 
the interpreter of the score; this is electronic music, not ‘normal’ music, and 
so I had a lot of freedom to create the  sounds… On the DX-7s for instance, 
I would make oscillator glissandi, using two sliders. Slider one would 
control operator 4 and slider two would control operator 2. And using the 
wheels and aftertouch, you could have four controllers affecting the 
sound.36 

In the 1980s and 1990s, there was an explosion of real-time audio processing software. 

Programs like Max/FTS (Cycling ‘74, San Fransisco, CA, USA), developed by Miller 

Puckette, using code from an old patcher editor he developed at IRCAM in the mid 1980s 

                                                   
     36. Michael Manion, personal communication with Simon Stockhausen, “From Tape 
Loops to MIDI: Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Forty Years of Electronic Music,” accessed 
January 20, 2013, http://www.stockhausen.org/tape_loops.html. 
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gave performers the capabilities to process live sounds.37 Instead of synthesizing each 

sound from scratch, performers could now perform on their own instruments and alter 

the resultant sounds in real-time. In 1991, Tod Machover’s Begin Again Again premiered 

with Yo-Yo Ma on a specially designed cello.38 The performance required interactive 

sensors to judge small movements of the performer. Toured frequently by Yo-Yo Ma, this 

composition made use of a device Machover called the hypercello. The hypercello 

functions like a traditional cello, but it transmits data based on a performer’s wrist 

position, bow position and pressure, and fingering locations. This data allows performers 

to control the processing of their sounds. 

Between 1991 and 1993, David Haney and Kim Daniel created the Zendrum, a 

MIDI controller that featured a unique percussive triggering mechanism. The Zendrum 

was most notably used by Futureman of Bela Fleck and Manu Katché, while he toured 

with Peter Gabriel.39 This piece of hardware allows percussionists to perform with great 

agility and flexibility by tapping a series of finger-sensors with varying speed, pressure, or 

velocity. In the same way that the hypercello allows for virtuosic cello techniques to be 

applied to electronic processing, the Zendrum allows virtuosic percussion techniques to be 

applied to synthetic sounds. 

                                                   
     37. Miller Puckette, “Pd Repertory Project–History of Pluton,” accessed February 19, 
2013, http://web.archive.org/web/20040707132901/http://www-
crca.ucsd.edu/~msp/pdrp/latest/patch/manoury-pluton/doc/history.htm. 
     38. Joseph A. Paradiso and Neil Gershenfeld, “Musical Applications of Electric Field 
Sensing,” Computer Music Journal 21 (1997), accesed February 19, 2013, 
http://cba.mit.edu/docs/papers/96.04.cmj.pdf. 
     39. “Company History,” accessed February 19, 2013, http://www.zendrum.com. 
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 In 1994, the BodySynthTM was developed by Chris Van Raalte and Ed 

Severinghaus. The device was championed by performer and multimedia artist Pamela Z, 

who describes it as: 
 
MIDI controller that transforms movement, gestures, and other muscle 
efforts into sounds. The performer attaches electrodes to the body over 
various muscles. The tiny electrical signals generated by muscle contractions 
are measured and analyzed by a microprocessor.40 

With this device, the performer is able to capture a wide variety of data, which can be 

sent to a computer and used as variables in different audio processing patches. This device 

allows for truly unencumbered, virtuosic performances, as long as the performer’s body 

can move freely and is not restricted. However, as mentioned earlier, for performers who 

play acoustic instruments, both hands and arms are often forced into specific positions 

necessary to finger notes appropriately. The wind or brass instrumentalist’s torso and 

diaphragm are also forced into specific positions to maximize lungpower; bending over or 

leaning back to play, for example, could also be problematic. The SCREAMboard was 

designed as a solution to this problem by allowing live performers to digitally process 

their sounds by using their feet. 

                                                   
     40. Pamela Z, “The BodySynthTM,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.pamelaz.com/bodysynth.html. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 

The aim of this dissertation project was to achieve a set of seven design objectives, 

which represented the ideal operation of SCREAMboard (Soloist Controlled Real-time 

Electronic Audio Manipulation Board): 

1. A soloist should be able to engage in a meaningful, hands-free way with 

electronics while playing their acoustic instruments. 

2. Using this device should not require any computer programming experience. 

3. The interface should be specific enough that it could be played by one soloist 

after another over the course of a concert. It should not require buttons built 

into an acoustic instrument, wires sewn into clothing, or any other hardware 

mounted on a specific instrument or performer. 

4. Every sound should be synthesized in real-time; no pre-recorded sounds will be 

bundled with the software. 

5. Every element of the hardware and software should be quickly accessible. 

6. The software should feature a large suite of effects geared specifically towards 

electroacoustic musicians.  

7. So that musicians can quickly and cost-effectively rebuild the hardware, every 

part should be stock. 

Using these design objectives as a guide, the hardware was created from engineered wood, 

joysticks, buttons, and lights–wired together to create a custom hardware interface with 
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thirty-nine independent controls. The software was coded in Max/MSP because it 

communicated easily with the hardware and because it provided a clear, well-documented 

interface for performers to create their own applications or modify this software. The 

project purposefully avoided any custom machining or 3D printing solutions because they 

could become prohibitively difficult or costly for a future designer to create. The first step 

of designing and implementing this device was selecting, assembling, and programming 

the hardware. 
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HARDWARE 
 

Most of the design objectives had a bearing on how the hardware was designed, 

but the first design objective was the most critical. The device needed to give performers a 

hands-free solution to allow for meaningful electroacoustic improvisation. The solution to 

that objective was to create a series of foot “pedals” that were connected together and 

mounted on a board, which could allow the user to play a two-handed acoustic 

instrument while recording and controlling various elements of the resultant sound. The 

second design objective required programming the hardware to receive information from 

the foot pedals and automatically send it to a computer. The design and layout of the 

pedals were influenced by the fifth objective; the foot controllers had to be far enough 

apart to operate discretely but close enough together that a user would not have to swivel 

in a chair or stand up and move to reach them. The fifth objective also required enough 

pedals that a performer would not be forced to scroll through a lengthy list of menu 

options to access a desired recording or effect. To be quickly accessible, thirteen pedals 

were spaced evenly in a two-row pattern that roughly approximated a C to C chromatic 

scale on a piano. The thirteen pedals each have two independent degrees of freedom in 

their movement (X-axis and Y-axis potentiometers) as well as a pushbutton on the Z-axis. 

Thirteen pushbuttons and twenty-six analogue potentiometers were enough to access 

every option quickly and efficiently, satisfying the fifth design requirement. The fourth 

and sixth objectives were specific to the software and are discussed below. 
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COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS 
 

The set of foot controllers were mounted on a plank of engineered wood flooring 

(Pergo, Garner, NC, USA), cut to 7" x 251/2". However, for someone replicating this 

device, any non-conducting material soft enough to drill into would be appropriate. 

Flooring was chosen because it is specifically designed to be attractive, flat, and to 

withstand stresses from human feet. To prevent chipping, splintering, and other forms of 

distress, Scotch Super 33+ black vinyl electrical tape (3M, Saint Paul, MN, USA) was 

wound around the outside edges of the plank. 

The physical computing input and output controls are located on an Arduino 

Mega 2560 R3 open source physical computing platform (SmartProjects, Milan, Italy). 

This platform uses and 8-bit AVR RISC-based microcontroller ATMega2560 (Atmel, San 

Jose, CA, USA). The Arduino Mega uses a USB B female receptacle, which is connected to 

a computer with a USB A/B cable. The Arduino Mega offers sixteen analogue inputs, but 

this project requires thirty-nine. To capture all thirty-nine incoming analogue signals, 

three analogue multiplexers (Texas Instruments CD74HC4067, Dallas, TX, USA) were 

used. The multiplexers were mounted on a board called the Mux Shield (Mayhew Labs, 

Indianapolis, IN, USA). Four stackable headers were mounted between this shield and the 

Arduino (Sparkfun Electronics, Niwot, CO, USA). 

Loosely modeled on the Sony Playstation® analogue thumbstick controller, a set of 

joysticks served as the main mode of interactivity for the performer. The joystick housing 

includes two springs, which force the pedal to the center when not in use (with ±5% 

accuracy). Two 10kΩ (kiloohm) carbon film potentiometers (pots) came mounted on the 

X-axis and Y-axis of each controller. A single throw (SPST) switch that functions as a 
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pushbutton came mounted on the Z-axis of the joystick. The two pots, the pushbutton, 

and the plastic joystick came attached with a metal enclosure (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Representation of the joystick component. In this figure, a joystick is shown 
with its top removed. The pots are pictured in green. 

 

The joystick was mounted on a breakout board that bundled together the three 5V 

pins that connect to the positive power rail together (labeled VCC for voltage controlled 

current) as well as the three ground pins (labeled GND). It also provided three voltage-

divided outputs that were wired directly into the analogue inputs of the Mux Shield 

(Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. The breakout board. N.B.: Because of how it is mounted, the horizontal and 
vertical labels (H and V) are switched. 
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Because the outputs from the breakout board were evenly spaced on the left edge of the 

board, they were easily connected to JST brand 5-pin crimp style connectors. Those 

connectors were soldered to Sparkfun’s 22 AWG hookup wire and connected to the 

Arduino or the Mux Shield with breakaway male right-angle headers. 

Twelve of the thirteen joysticks were mounted with BlinkM 8,000 microcandela 

(mcd) RGB LEDs: red, green, and blue light emitting diodes (ThingM, San Fransisco, CA, 

USA). The BlinkM uses an I2C communication protocol, which allows the serial clock 

(SCL) and the serial data line (SDA) of each to be wired to a common rail. The specifics 

of how I2C communication protocols function are detailed below. The BlinkM RGB LED 

is based around the 8-bit ATtiny45 AVR microcontroller (Atmel, San Jose, CA, USA).41 

To help power the I2C communication, two 2.2kΩ resistors were incorporated into the 

circuit. To diffuse the color, a small piece of MicroporeTM paper tape (3M, Saint Paul, 

MN, USA) was placed on top of each LED. 

Also mounted on the board was a 445,000 mcd BlinkM MaxM RGB LED 

(ThingM, San Fransisco, CA, USA). The MaxM consists of two boards mounted on top 

of each other: the control module mounted on the bottom is called the MaxM Master and 

the MaxM Blaster, which is mounted above. A clear plastic 13/16" x 13/16" x 27/16" Amac 

box (covered with MicroporeTM paper tape) was inverted and mounted on top of the 

MaxM. The box was secured to the MaxM Blaster board with black electrical tape (3M, 

Saint Paul, MN, USA). 

                                                   
     41. Atmel, “8-bit AVR Microcontroller with 2/4/8K Bytes In-System Programmable 
Flash Data Sheet,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc2586.pdf. 
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Each joystick breakout board, along with the attached joystick and BlinkM, was 

mounted on the wooden base with four 3/8" x 11/64" x 1/4" nylon spacers (Hillman, 

Cincinnati, OH, USA), four #6-32 x 3/4" machine screws, and four matching nuts (Crown 

Bolt, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA). The Arduino Mega was mounted with two #4-40 x 3/4" bolts 

and nuts, and two washers on the underside of the plank (Hillman, Cincinnati, OH, 

USA). To reduce unwanted movement of the board, eight Surface Gard® 3/4" clear vinyl 

bumpers (Shepherd, Three Oaks, MI, USA) were mounted on the underside of the board. 

 

USER INTERFACE 
 

The most critical components in the hardware interface were the thirteen foot 

pedals. There were several design advantages behind the decision to use joysticks as foot 

pedals. Joysticks offer a performer five main directions of movement (forward, backward, 

left, right, and down), but they could also be used to select various angles in any 

direction. This was useful when programming the interface for sound spatialization; if a 

performer wants to move a sound around a room, the 360° joystick controls allow for a 

simple way to determine how the sound will move. These pedals always return to their 

centers when released, so when they are not in use, they will not move out of position, 

drift, or fall over. The joysticks allow for momentum-based controls, which change the 

velocity of a variable as the user moves the pedal instead of the value of that variable. For 

example, the volume controls are based on the left-right movement of the pedals. When 

the user is not moving a foot pedal, that pedal stays in the middle and the volume does 

not change. As the user moves the pedal a little bit to the right, the volume starts to 

slowly get louder and louder. And as the user moves the pedal to the far right, the volume 
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shoots up very quickly. The rate of change for every variable in the software is controlled 

by the position of the foot pedal, which means that when a foot pedal returns to the 

center, no variables associated with that pedal will change. Using a joystick that 

automatically returns to center made momentum baed controlls easier to implement. 

The next critical decision was to include thirteen pedals on the boards. There were 

several reasons why thirteen was chosen as the optimal number. The thirteenth pedal 

controls navigation, while the other twelve control loop and effects (each of the first 

twelve pedals was assigned to a unique audio channel and a unique pitch class). The 

pedals were laid out in two rows to match the C to C chromatic scale on the piano. The 

first twelve pedals correspond with a different note in the chromatic scale (from C to B). 

Also, because there are twelve pedals available to control transpositions, each simple 

interval (perfect unison through major seventh) could be assigned to a unique pedal 

without omission or overlap. 

With a chromatic layout of pedals, it would not matter if a user thought about the 

first four white notes as CDEF, 0245, or do re mi fa. In any system, the C to C chromatic 

scale layout provides a means for performers to relate each specific pedal to a musical 

element. The user would not have to memorize pedal numbers; for example, finding and 

moving the F #  pedal is much more intuitive than finding and pressing pedal seven. The 

piano-like design (and the asymmetric layout it provides) made the pedals easily 

distinguishable from one another. Because the pedals were designed to be quick to 

identify, a performer could precisely activate any pedal without concerns of inadvertently 

moving the wrong one. 

In addition to the thirteen pedals, the decision to include twelve BlinkM LEDs and 

one large MaxM LED on the pedal board was relevant to the overall aesthetics and 
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operation of the hardware. The software provides visual feedback from the thirteen 

multicolored lights on the board. If a user is looking at the board and not the computer 

screen, they will know what channels are currently recording, what channels are looping, 

and what mode is currently active. In addition to providing the performer with feedback, 

the lights provide the audience with some insight into the workings of the 

SCREAMboard. When changes are being made and sounds are being added or 

subtracted, the lights will reflect those changes for the performer as well as the audience. 

The single MaxM light was included on the upper right area of the board to 

convey additional information. As the user changes from mode to mode, the MaxM 

changes color to illustrate the mode, thus providing more visual feedback for the 

performer. Furthermore, when the default “loop mode” is activated, the MaxM displays a 

color related to the overall loop length. Loops can be recorded so that they are 

asynchronous or so that they synchronize perfectly with another loop (of another color). 

The MaxM displays the color of the loop whose length the next recording will match; 

details of this are described below. 

The decision to separate each pedal by a distance of 3" was based on design 

objective five: every element of the hardware should be quickly accessible. The pedals 

were spaced close enough that a performer did not need to move to reach any of them, 

but at the same time, they were far enough apart that a performers would not accidentally 

move a pedal adjacent to their intended pedal. A distance of 3" from pedal to pedal 

provided a balance between being to far to reach and too close to activate individually. 

Players with larger or smaller feet could create custom boards to fit their physiology. 
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HARDWARE SELECTION 

 The most critical elements incorporated into this device were the Arduino Mega, 

the Mux Shield, and the BlinkM and MaxM LEDs. These four elements, together with the 

board, wires, headers, screws, spacers, and nuts made up the hardware. 

 The Arduino Mega is an open-source computing platform that uses the 

Processing/Wiring programming language to interact with the hardware. Code to receive 

and send pedal movement and lighting commands was loaded onto a chip in the Arduino. 

Because the necessary code was loaded into the hardware itself, the board has the 

flexibility to interact with many different kinds of software, not just the program that 

comes bundled with the SCREAMboard. If a future designer wanted to use the hardware 

to control variables and receive lighting commands from a different application, no 

changes to the hardware would be required. 

 The Mux Shield, made by Mayhew Labs, was the next major hardware component 

selected for this device. This set of three multiplexors was chosen because it fit directly on 

top of the Arduino and provided additional inputs necessary to read data from the 

thirteen foot pedals. More detail on the functionality of a multiplexor is provided below. 

 The BlinkM and MaxM LEDs were selected because of their I2C interface. Aside 

from power, the I2C interface requires only two wires: a clock and a data line. This 

interface allowed for a master-slave relationship between the Arduino microcontroller and 

the slave LEDs. The advantage to using an I2C protocol was that their clocks and data 

lines could all be connected in parallel. This greatly reduced the number of wires on the 

board, which gave the hardware a cleaner, less cluttered look. The other advantage to the 

BlinkM and a MaxM LEDs is that they contain a small chip that assists with fading the 

red, green, and blue semiconductors. Any voltage sent to an LED takes on a binary value: 
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0 or 1. The light is either off or at 100% brightness. To simulate a light with less than full 

brightness, the voltage being sent is quickly pulsed on and off with a technique called 

pulse width modulation (PMW). The pulsations happen so quickly that the individual 

flashes start to run together and the LED appears dimmer. The duty cycle of a PWM 

signal is a measurement of what percentage of the time the voltage is positive, which 

correlates directly with how bright the LED appears (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Examples of duty cycle graphs. This figure shows PWM signals with a variety of 
duty cycles: off (0%), low light (25%), medium light (50%), bright light (75%), and 
maximum light (100%). 
 

The greater the duty cycle, the more often the LED receives the full 5V signal and the 

brighter the light. The Arduino Mega is advertised as having fifteen PWM capable 
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outputs,42 though some sources claim it has less.43 But since each red, green, and blue 

semiconductor requires a separate PWM, fourteen to fifteen PWM outputs can only 

power four to five RGB LEDs. Powering thirteen RGB LEDs directly from the outputs of 

the Arduino would be impossible, but each BlinkM and MaxM LED includes a small chip 

that sends three PWM outputs to each LED. Thirty-nine PMW outputs were used in total 

to control the thirteen RGB LEDs. 

Two 2.2kΩ pull up resistors were incorporated into the circuit, which provided 

enough power to run all thirteen I2C devices on the same circuit. One resistor attached the 

SCL to the positive rail, while the other connected the SDA to the positive rail.44 

Determining where to mount the LEDs was the final hardware design decision 

required before physical construction could begin. The joysticks were mounted sideways, 

with the direction marked “vert” facing left and right and the “horiz” direction facing up 

and down. This orientation allowed the BlinkM to be mounted at the edge of the pedal 

breakout board that faced the performer. Because of its large size (11/2" by 11/2"), the 

MaxM was mounted in the upper right area of the board, instead of next to a pedal. The 

upper right area does not contain any other hardware because the inherent asymmetry of 

the chromatic scale requires no pitches in the upper row (black keys on a piano) between 

B and C. 

 

 

                                                   
     42. Arduino Team, “Arduino Mega 2560,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardMega2560. 
     43. SparkFun, “Arduino Mega 2560,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11061. 
     44. ThingM Labs, “BlinkM Datasheet,” acceded February 19, 2013, 
http://thingm.com/fileadmin/thingm/downloads/BlinkM_datasheet.pdf, 36. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The first step in the implementation of the hardware design was to connect all of 

the components with appropriate wiring. A wiring diagram was provided with the 

software, so anyone who wanted to recreate the SCREAMboard would have an 

understanding of exactly what connections needed to be made (Figure 4). 
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A notable design decision with the wiring involved using VCC and ground rails instead of 

jumper cables to provide power. The decision to use common power rails that connected 

every pedal together required forty-six fewer wires, cutting the total number of wires on 

the board in half. By using jumper cables to power and ground each pedal separately, 

replacing a pedal requires less effort and less soldering.  

After wiring the appropriate connections, the next step was to drill and 

counterbore a series of holes that would be used to mount the hardware. A chart with the 

exact dimensions of the pedal board and all holes was bundled with the software along 

with the wiring diagram (Figure 5). 

Figure 4.  

Figure 5. 
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Each hole was drilled with standard imperial sized drill bits: 5/32" for the holes and 15/64" 

for the counterbore (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Hole layout pattern. The dimensions of each group of four holes, spaced 0.80" 
by 1.05" (these holes were marked in pencil, using the breakout board as a guide), and 
the pedals are spaced exactly 3" apart. 

 

Pilot holes were first drilled with a 1/16" drill bit, to keep the larger bits from drifting as 

they enter the wood. Drilling pilot holes also provided an extra level of precision, which 

ensured that the location of the holes would fall within the given tolerances. 

Counterboring each hole required a hand-made jig: a machine screw attached to a 

different board, with a spacer and nut secured on top, and a washer resting on top of the 

nut (Figure 7). 

 

         
Figure 7. Two views of the jig used to counterbore each hole to the same depth. The 
washer rests on top of the nut. 
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After drilling each hole, the board was inverted and the jig was placed underneath the 

board, facing up. The counterbore was drilled into the back of the board, and the jig 

ensured that the counterbore stopped at the proper depth. The counterbore allowed the 

heads of the machine screws that secured the hardware to be nestled inside the board. As 

the board is moved around, the screw-heads do not rub against the ground. Once the 

holes were counterbored, the hardware was attached to the board, separated by 1/4" nylon 

spacers and secured from above with nuts. 

After the hardware was secured to the wooden board, the Mux Shield was 

attached to the top of the Arduino. However, there was an issue with the clearance of this 

shield. When stacked on top of an Arduino, several of the pins on the bottom of the Mux 

Shield made contact with the metal housing of the USB receptacle, creating a short in the 

system. The solution to this problem was to separate the Arduino Mega from the Mux 

Shield with a set of four stackable headers (two headers are 6-pin and two are 8-pin). The 

Mux Shield was attached to the stackable headers, which were then connected to the 

Arduino Mega. The Mux Shield always connects to digital pins 2, 3, 4, and 5 and 

analogue pins 0, 1, and 2 of the Arduino. The right-angle headers were attached to the 

top of the Mux Shield, and the positive and negative power cables and the I2C cables were 

connected to the Arduino. 

Lastly, two final aesthetic touches were applied to the board. Eight 3/4" vinyl 

bumpers were attached to the bottom of the board, to prevent unwanted movement, and 

a line of black electrical tape was wound around the edges of the board to prevent 

damage to the edge of the board. 
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SOFTWARE 
 

The conception of the software was guided by a supplemental set of design 

objectives, specifically focused on software development: 

1. The SCREAMboard should display all pertinent information onscreen so that a 

new performer could walk in half way through a song and have a strong sense 

of how the loops, recordings, effects, transpositions, and panning positions are 

setup. 

2. It should mirror the design of the hardware (the C to C chromatic scale) to 

provide a sense of visual continuity between the computer screen and the foot 

pedals. 

3. It should provide the user with a way to set effects precisely as well as a way to 

automate effects. 

4. To ensure a responsive, fluid experience, every option, effect, or recording 

should be accessible within three clicks and implemented in less than three 

seconds. 

These objectives helped streamline the software design, and they provided unity between 

the hardware and software. The entire design of the user interface, the approach to effects 

and filters, and the design of the open-source application programming interface (API) 

were all centered around this set of supplemental objectives. 
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USER INTERFACE 
 

The user interface was coded entirely in Max/MSP. There were several advantages 

that motivated the decision to create the software for this device in Max. First, it is an 

established programming environment, with great documentation and a strong online 

support community.45 Second, the environment is one with which many electroacoustic 

musicians are familiar, and that familiarity will make modifying, adapting, and 

personalizing this device easier for an intrepid performer or composer. 

The interface objects bundled with the Max application proved powerful, easy to 

adapt, and quick to implement. There were a dozen different kinds of specialized interface 

objects used in the final user interface, all of which were immediately available in Max 

(Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 8. A visualization of all of the user interface elements used in this device that come 
standard with Max: pictslider (1), toggle (2), button (3), meter~ (4), umenu (5), gain~ (6), 
textbutton (7), spectroscope~ (8), dial (9), ezdac~ (10), panel (11), and swatch (12).  

 

                                                   
     45. Cycling ‘74, “Cycling ‘74 Forums,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://cycling74.com/forums. 
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With these user interface elements, the initial design looked sleek and clean. In addition to 

the user interface elements, there are myriad objects built in that help with everything 

from capturing signal from a microphone, to assisting with playback, to applying effects, 

to interacting with the hardware via serial bus. Due to the clean interface, polished design, 

and numerous music-specific objects, Max was a clear choice for a suitable programming 

environment. 

The two key criteria for programming the user interface were ease of use and quick 

navigation. The interface was designed as a series of modes: different versions of the same 

screen that each take on a unique functionality. There were six modes programmed into 

the software: a mode to record and loop, a mode to transpose, a mode for effects, a mode 

to spatialize the sound, and two modes to adjust parameters related to loop length. The 

modes were grouped by function, so when a user access a new mode, the entire pedal 

functionality changes to match the current mode. No feature is implemented in more than 

one mode; there is exactly one way to accomplish every function in the program. 

There are also a number of mouse-specific operations that can be activated in the 

user interface. These operations were programmed to include changing the number of 

speakers, changing the audio interface, creating an archival recording of the sounds 

produced, and changing the background window color. These features all require a mouse 

because they were not deemed critical to the operation of the device during a live 

performance or improvisation. 

To satisfy the original design objectives, an improviser is able to record and loop 

sounds, allowing the loops to synchronize if desired. Performers also have access to a 

variety of filters and effects, as well as a transposition and spatialization for any recorded 
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sounds as well as the live microphone sound. Drag-and-drop access is available for audio 

files, and the software can communicate with the foot pedal hardware automatically. 

 

RECORDING AND LOOPING 
 

The different modes for capturing and looping recorded audio required four 

unique approaches: one for recording a loop of indeterminate length, one for recording a 

loop with a preset length, one for overdubbing onto a loop that was already recorded, 

and one for capturing a recording of unknown length that does not loop. 

Recording a loop of indeterminate length required a two-step coding process. The 

recording is first captured in a buffer using the Max object record~, and when the 

recording is stopped, Max’s groove~ object performs the recording one time, sending it 

into an endlessly repeating tapin~ tapout~ loop (Figure 9). 

 

         
Figure 9. Code for recording and playing back a sound as a loop: the initial recording 
(left) and playing into a looping buffer (right). 
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This process was coded using the Max objects tapin~ and tapout~ to create a loop instead 

of the Max object groove~ due to the noticeable click from the groove~ object when a 

sound reaches the end of a loop and restarts. The subpatcher level was built to receive a 

signal from the microphone and add small crossfades at the beginning and end of each 

recording, which ensured that there would be no interruption in the sound when it 

repeats. Using the level object, a performer can start playing a note, start recording, stop 

recording, and then stop playing that note without any click, pop, or other interruption at 

the beginnings or ends of the recorded loop. This code provided a safe, artifact-free way 

to allow performers to record loops of indeterminate length. 

The second recording methodology was geared towards situations where the 

overall loop length is known. It involved capturing sound directly into a different tapin~ 

tapout~ loop. This code allowed for a gated approach to recording. The tapin~ tapout~ 

loop is always running, but when the user is recording, a gate opens to allow the sound to 

enter the loop (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Recording a loop of known length. The gate is contained within the subpatcher 
level. 

 

Recording a loop of known length was possible to code using this process, but because 

tapin~ and tapout~ cannot easily update their length after they have captured a sound 

without noticeable artifacts, this code could only be used when the computer knows the 

length of the loop before the recording starts. Loops of an unknown length were 

impossible to capture using this code, but loops of known length can easily be routed to 

this object. There is a feature in the software where a performer can record a new loop at 

exactly the same length as another sound that has already been recorded. In that 

situation, using this gated approach for looping was the clear choice. The “color group 

mode” feature utilized this object, for example, and its functionality is described below. 

But aside from the “color group mode” feature, only one other type of recording routes 

its audio through this code: overdubbing.  
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 Overdubbing is the practice of recording additional content on top of a channel 

that has already been recorded. After a loop is recorded, it has a known length. Any 

future recording on the same channel would be routed through code that can capture 

loops of a known length (Figure 10). An advantage of routing the sound through this 

tapin~ tapout~ loop is that the overdubbed recording can be any length. Since all record 

would do is open and close a gate to a loop of known length that is already running, the 

gate can be open however long the performer desires. A thirteen second loop, for 

example, could be overdubbed with three seconds or three minutes of content without 

any adverse effects. 

 The final kind of audio capture that the software was setup to perform involved 

recordings of unknown length that do not loop. This was accomplished with the Max 

objects record~ and groove~, inside of the 1shot1 object (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11. The 1shot1 object starts recording, stops recording, and plays a non-looping 
recording with the same button. 

 

Because this kind of recording playback does not need to loop, the groove~ object 

provided a processor-friendly way to play the recorded sound. The only disadvantage to 
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using a separate system for non-looping playback is that the performer cannot overdub a 

recording on top of a non-looping sound. For this project, that functionality was not 

important, but if a designer wanted a performer to be able to overdub on top of a non-

looping recording, another recording and playback methodology would be necessary. 

 

FILTERS 
 

There were five kinds of filters integrated into the software of the SCREAMboard: 

low and high shelf filters, low and high pass filters, and peak filters. For each channel, the 

five filters were coded independently, so that a performer could access each kind of filter 

independently for each channel. There were a total of sixty-five filters programmed into 

the software. 

The low shelf and high shelf filters were built to accentuate either the lowest or 

highest sounds. The frequency where the boost starts to be heard (cutoff frequency) was 

routed to the X-axis (from 61Hz to 460Hz for low shelf and 460Hz to 2,600Hz for high 

shelf), and the amount of boost is controlled by the Y-axis from 0dB to 5dB (Figure 12). 

 

         
Figure 12. The highshelf object (left) and the highshelf subpatcher (right) contained within 
the object. 
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Both the low shelf and high shelf filters used the Max object cross~ to isolate either a low 

pass filter (the left output) or a high pass filter (the right output). The lowpass or highpass 

signal is attenuated based on the amount of boost desired and combined with the carrier 

signal (the original, incoming sound) later in the patch. 

The low pass and high pass filters use the same cross~ object, but those filters were 

not combined with their carrier signals. The low pass filter used cross~ to separate the 

low pass and high pass signals at a user-controlled cutoff frequency between 61Hz and 

12,500Hz. It then lowered the volume of the high pass signal based on a given amount 

(between 0% and 100%) and combined the two into one output (Figure 13). 

 

         
Figure 13. The low pass pedal controls (left) and the low pass filter (right). 

 

The high pass filter was built to operate within the same user-controlled frequency range. 

But it softened the low sounds from cross~ before it recombined the low and high sounds 

into one output. It is possible for a user to mute almost the entire sound by activating a 
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low pass filter with a high cutoff frequency and a high pass filter with a low cutoff 

frequency. 

The peak filter uses a filtergraph~ object paired with a biquad~ object to increase 

the volume of sounds within a small band of frequencies (Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14. The peak filter. 

 

The center frequency of this filter, which is controlled by the user, was mapped between 

82Hz and 2,637Hz, and the linear gain was mapped between 1.0 and 5.0 (a gain between 

0dB and 13.98dB). 

 There is also a level object that acts as a gate for incoming sound. Before any 

incoming sound is processed, the level object was built to decide whether or not to allow 

the sound through (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Level uses solo and mute data to turn each channel on and off. 

 

If a channel were muted, the sound would be stopped before it could go through any 

effects processes. 

In addition to stopping the sound if a channel is muted, the level object also stops 

incoming signals if a different channel is soloed. The object was also built with 

functionality to increase or decrease a signal level based on a channel’s overall volume. If 

the sound is allowed through the gate, it is attenuated based on a user-selected volume 

level as a percentage of maximum volume between 0% and 100% by the variable vol1. 

 

EFFECTS 
 

In addition to five filters, the program includes a suite of eight other effects: comb 

filter, decay, echo, flange, glissando, amplitude modulation, and bit rate. The comb filter 

creates constructive and destructive interference by playing multiple versions of the same 

sound at the same time but slightly delayed (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. The comb object. 

 

The comb filter is recursive, functioning like an echo that repeats very quickly. The 

tapout~ object controls the delay length, which was set between 35ms and 127ms. The *~ 

object controls the strength of each echo in the comb object; the echoes can play back at 

any strength between 0% and 85%, determined by the user. 

 The decay effect controls two independent variables related to a third-party reverb 

object called gigaverb~. Gigaverb was initially tuned with values of -3dB for the dry level, 

a reverb tail level of -15.9dB, an early reflection level of -11dB, a damping coefficient of 

0.71, and a simulated room width of 143m. Those values do not change as the user 

adjusts the effect (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. The decay object actually controls the reverb time and bandwidth of the 
gigaverb~ object.46 

 

The user controls reverb time and bandwidth. The bandwidth control functions similarly 

to a low pass filter, which is also called “damping” by its creator, Juhana Sadeharju. It is 

described by Sadeharju as, “Like damping control for the input, it has a similar effect to 

the damping control, but is subtly different”.47 For this device, the value was mapped 

between 0 and 1. The reverb time (a measurement of how long the reverb lasts) can be set 

by the user to any value between 0.1s and 7.0s. 

 The echo filter functions similarly to the comb filter. In each case, a recursive delay 

is applied to the sound, but in the case of echo, the decay length was not given as an 

absolute number. In this device, the length of the echo applied to a specific channel was 

always relative to the overall length of a buffer (Figure 18). 

 

                                                   
     46. Olaf Matthes, “Gigaverb~,” Max Objects Database, accessed October 9, 2010, 
http://maxobjects.com/?v=objects&id_objet=1205&PHPSESSID=4f81b4a5290ab816f38a
0ddbcca88bcd. 
     47. Juhana Sadeharju, “Gigaverb~.help,” Max Objects Database, accessed October 9, 
2010, 
http://maxobjects.com/?v=objects&id_objet=1205&PHPSESSID=4f81b4a5290ab816f38a
0ddbcca88bcd. 
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Figure 18. The echo object. Because the echo length is relative to the overall length of a 
given buffer, this object has to receive a buffer length before it can calculate how long to 
make each echo. 

 

As an example, a two-measure recording in common time could echo so that the delay is 

exactly one half note (a 4:1 ratio), quarter note (8:1), eighth note (16:1), or drag triplet 

(6:1). 

The two independent variables for echo are the delay length (calculated as a ratio 

to the buffer size) and the echo amount, which is a measure of the strength of each 

refection as a percentage of the previous echo. Though the comb object incorporated a 

short echo that could be as strong as 85%, the echo object was mapped between 0% (no 

echo) and 70%. 

 The flange filter mixes two identical signals together, but one of the signals is 

delayed a small but constantly changing amount. This filter functions similarly to comb, 

except it is not recursive and the delay time is constantly shifting (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. The flange object. 

 

Instead of controlling the volume and delay time (like with the comb filter), this filter 

allows the user to control the frequency and strength of the oscillation. The oscillation 

time was mapped between 0Hz and 5Hz. The oscillation strength was mapped between 

±0.5Hz and ±2.0Hz. With a strength of ±0.5Hz, the flange object operates as a comb 

filter that constantly shifts delay amounts between 29.5ms and 30.5ms. With a strength of 

±2.0Hz, the comb filter slowly shifts between values of 28.0ms and 32.0ms. This filter 

was coded to provide incoming sounds with a subtle vibration, almost like vibrato. 

 The glissando effect is a recursive loop, like an echo, but each time the sound is fed 

through the echo, it passes through a single sideband suppressed carrier amplitude 

modulator (SSB). The SSB starts with a carrier signal (represented as a sine wave in 

spectrogram A of Figure 20).  
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Figure 20. Four spectrograms related to the SSB process: A) original carrier signal B) final 
SSB C) ring modulation D) combination of the ring modulation and the original carrier 
signal (an unsuppressed carrier). 

 

That carrier signal is multiplied by a sine wave with a frequency determined by the user, 

which creates two sidebands, one higher pitch than the original sound and one lower 

pitch (spectrogram C displays the two sidebands produced by a multiplication of 300Hz). 

This is called ring modulation. The SSB then filters out the lower sideband, so only a 

single sideband remains (spectrogram B). If the original carrier signal was not suppressed 

and the lower sideband was not removed, the resultant sound would have three peaks 

(spectrogram D). 

The SSB functionality in freqshift~ is also described as a “time domain frequency 

shifter” and a “single-sideband ring modulator” in the Max help file. The resulting signal 

sounds like an echo that is gradually raising or lowering its pitch (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. The glissando object quickly echoes a sound, and each time the echo is played 
back, it is sent through the freqshift~ object again. 

 

There are three useful variables to control on this filter: the echo amount, the amount of 

pitch distortion for each echo, and the delay of the echo. For this device, the pitch 

distortion and amount of echo were tied together as one user-controllable variable. As the 

pitch distortion moves closer to 0Hz, the amount of echo moves to 0%. As pitch 

distortion grows positively or negatively, the echo amount increases up to 83% strength. 

The pitch distortion was created using the freqshift~ object, and it was mapped with 

values between -50Hz and +50Hz. The echo delay was mapped to values between 25ms 

and 150ms. 

 Amplitude modulation is a broad term that refers to a number of unique effects. In 

this case, it refers to a set of two parallel SSB filters (Figure 22). 

 

 
Figure 22. The amplitude modulation filter. 
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The term “amplitude modulation” was chosen because is starts with the letter A. Further 

explanation of the significance of the letter A is discussed below. 

The code for the amplitude modulation consisted of two separate SSB filters. Each 

filter was mapped to a different axis on the pedal. The filter associated with the X-axis 

was mapped to values between -200Hz and 200Hz. The Y-axis, which controls the other 

filter, was mapped between frequency values of -400Hz and 400Hz. 

 Bit rate (R) is a representation of the rate of the number of digital bits exiting the 

system at any given time, usually expressed as bits per second (bit/s). Bit rate is expressed 

by the formula: 

€ 

R = depth × channel × fs 

Where R is bit rate (in bit/s), depth is bit depth (in bits), channel is how many audio 

channels are present, and fs is the sample rate (in Hz). The bit depth and sample rate are 

controlled via the Max object degrade~ (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. The Max object degrade~ the bit depth and sample rate of any incoming 
signal. 

 

The bitrate object connected one axis of the pedal’s movement with bit depth and the 

other with sample rate. The microphone is always processed as a mono signal, so the 

number of audio channels present is always one. The sample rate was mapped between 

2% of the default sample rate (usually 44,100Hz), and the rate was designed to jump to 

100% if the user selects any value over 12%. When the sample rate is low, scratchy, 

unintended low frequencies start to dominate the texture–an effect called aliasing. The bit 

depth was mapped between 5 and 10 bits, but anything above 9 bits was set to force the 

bit depth to 24. At low bit depths, a fuzzy crackling sound is introduced, called 

quantization noise. The bitrate object was created to allow users full control over aliasing 

and quantization noise. 

In addition to controlling two independent variables per effect, the system was 

setup to allow automation for each filter. By automating each effect, the user could select 
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different modes, settings, and features, without having to constantly move each filter 

manually. When automated, each filter could be fed values from a unique controller 

object (Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24. The echo controller–this routes the correct values to each echo object. This 
object looks and functions similarly to the other controller objects. A value of 0 was 
created to provides no automation, while values of 1, 2, or 3 were coded to activate one 
of three unique automation modes. 

 

The controller objects were written so that one of three unique automation modes could 

be selected. Each automation mode adjusts the speed and range of a series of random 

number generators (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. The output (an integer from 0–3) of the keeppositive object was built to trigger 
various settings in each automation objet. This particular object controls bit rate 
automation. The left output was routed to bit depth, and the right output was routed to 
sample rate. 

 

TRANSPOSITION 
 

 The transposition of each instrument was achieved by using the gizmo~ object, a 

frequency-domain pitch shifting algorithm built into Max. The pedal commands were 

routed through a control object, which formatted information about the simple interval 

transposition and octave displacements and sent a number, representing the number of 

semitones in the transposition (Figure 26), to a four-voice frequency-domain pitch shifter, 

labeled giz (Figure 27). 
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Figure 26. The control object for transposition mode. 

 

 
Figure 27. Inside the frequency-domain pitch shifter object giz. 

 

Every frequency-domain process requires a sample size. It is impossible to know what 

notes are being played by looking at a single datum point, so to do any meaningful 

analysis of pitch, a small chunk of time, called the sample size, must be analyzed. The 
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larger the sample size, the better the resolution of the resultant sound. But there is a 

tradeoff to using a large sample size: the bigger the sample size, the more the output signal 

is delayed (this delay is called latency). Because this device was built to facilitate live 

performance, a large latency could be disastrous to the timing and synchronization of a 

performer. Using 1,024 samples for the size of the frequency-domain analysis provided a 

good balance between high sound quality and low latency (about 43ms). 

 The giz object also includes functionality to mute unused tracks. The third 

transposition (which defaults to a transposition of a perfect unison) never turns off 

(Figure 27). But the other three gizmo~ objects were built to turn off when their value is 

set to 0 (the interval of a perfect unison). This functionality ensured that the giz objects 

did not quadruple the output strength of an untransposed incoming signal. 

 

SPATIALIZATION 
 

Each channel is panned separately. This panning system works on an arbitrary 

number of speakers, selected by the user, between one and eight. Each panning sub-patch 

(pangood) is sent a mono audio signal through its left input and an angle (in degrees) 

through its right input. Pangood uses equal power cross-fades to place the sound 

smoothly at the appropriate location (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28. The object that takes an incoming signal and panning information and routes 
them appropriately to each speaker. 

 

Audiocalibration is a global variable that is set depending on how many speakers the user 

selects. It controls an angular offset, which allows the speakers to be set in appropriate 

positions (Figure 28). Speakernum is a global variable that allows the user to choose any 

number of speakers (between one and eight) and automatically calibrates each ispeak 

object for the appropriate number of speakers. This system requires standardized speakers 

positioning to function properly. 
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Table 1. Speaker positions for one through eight total speakers. 
 

1 speaker: 

 

2 speakers: 

 

3 speakers: 

 
4 speakers: 

 

5 speakers: 

 

6 speakers: 

 
7 speakers: 

 

8 speakers: 

 

 

Ispeak contains an algorithm that determines how much signal strength is given to each 

speaker (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29. The ispeak object calculates how loud each speaker needs to be to simulate a 
particular angle. 

 

It takes its signal and panning information from pangood. Pangood and ispeak both 

follow the mathematical convention correlating 0° with the positive X-axis (right), 90° 

with the positive Y-axis (up), 180° with the negative X-axis (left), and 270° with the 

negative Y-axis (down). 

The left input of ispeak represents the angle (in degrees) that the sound is directed. 

The right input represents a calibration value based on the total number of speakers (360 

÷ speakernum). Where the two lower floating point numbers are limited from 0.0 to 1.0, 

and the operand of the top-most multiplication box changes depending on which speakers 

is associated with that particular ispeak (the first ispeak is assigned a multiplication 

operand of 0, the second a value of 1, the third a value of 2, et cetera). 

With up to twelve discreet channels, plus the live microphone sound, exploring the 

spatialization of each sound represents a serious opportunity and a big concern. There 

were several ways to augment the sound with spatialization. Forcing each channel to a 
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specific location (rather than allowing the user to attenuate the volume of each speaker 

individually, for example) ensured that the resultant sound moves smoothly through the 

space. The software was designed to allow the user to control each channel with a single 

pedal (moving the pedal to a certain angle would send the sound to that location). It is 

not too taxing on the computer. And it allowed for simple panning automation. By 

analyzing the rotation of each foot pedal (simplified in figure 30 as efxamt1), one can 

force the position of the panned location to change at a regular speed. In Max, this 

process is applied through the use of discrete derivatives. Discrete derivatives are based on 

the assumption that: 

€ 

ω =
dθ
dt

≈
Δθ
Δt

 

Where ω is the angular velocity of the sound and θ is the angle of the sound. By 

repeatedly changing the value of θ by a uniform amount (angular velocity, ω) over 

uniform periods of time (represented in Figure 30 by synch) one can approximate a 

smooth change in angular position. In order to change velocity, one must include a 

provision where as the user spins a foot pedal clockwise, ω is increased, and as the user 

spins counterclockwise, ω is decreased. One must also ensure that the angular position θ 

always lies between ±180°. Incorporating all of these elements results in an object that 

converts rotation of a foot pedal to an increase or decrease in angular velocity (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30. When efxamt1 returns a value of 321 (a counterclockwise spin), this object 
decreases ω by 0.4. When it returns a value of 432 (a clockwise spin), this object decreases 
ω by 0.4. This object returns θ. 

 

A final safeguard against an unspatialized sound is the default panning of each channel. 

Pedals closer to the left are panned further to the left by default, and pedals on the right 

are panned further to the right. Pedals on the top row (the black keys) are panned 

towards speakers behind the audience (up), and pedals on the bottom row (the white 

keys) are panned down, towards speakers closer to the stage (down). Each channel has a 

unique default position. 
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Table 2. Default θ for channels associated with each pedal 
 

Pedal 1 (C) 180° (left) 
Pedal 2 (C #) 150° 
Pedal 3 (D) 210° 
Pedal 4 (D #) 120° 
Pedal 5 (E) 250° 
Pedal 6 (F) 280° 
Pedal 7 (F #) 90° 
Pedal 8 (G) 310° 
Pedal 9 (G #) 60° 
Pedal 10 (A) 330° 
Pedal 11 (A #) 30° 
Pedal 12 (B) 0° (right) 

 

The angle θ is visualized with a small arrow in the middle of each dial. As the panning 

moves, the arrow rotates to visualize the current spatialized location. The arrow image 

file needs to be formatted with each sequential image concatenated for pictcrtl to properly 

interpret (Figure 31). 

 

 
Figure 31. A visualization of the arrow image formatting. 

 

The software does not allow rotating objects, so the arrow is composed of twenty-four 

small arrows pointing in a variety of directions. The arrow images are controlled by the 

pictctrl object. 

 Because each channel has fifteen unique filters or effects, choosing an appropriate 

order for how the effects are processed took on an additional importance. If the echo was 

programmed too early, for example, its delayed sounds could be processed differently 

than the original signal, which would lead to echoes that sounded differently every time 
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they repeated. That would diminish the overall sonic impact of the echo. Or if, for 

example, the low pass filter were placed before the reverb, the filter would not be 

noticeable until the sound from the tail of the reverb had dissipated. Considering that 

during automation, the tail of the reverb effect can last up to 3 minutes, the low pass filter 

would be almost completely negated in that situation. The most intuitive way to order the 

effects and filters is as follows: 

1. Level 

2. Amplitude modulation 

3. Pitch shift 

4. Flange 

5. Comb 

6. Glissando 

7. Bit rate 

8. Reverb 

9. Echo 

10. Low pass filter 

11. High pass filter 

12. Peak filter 

13. Low shelf filter 

14. High shelf filter 

15. Pan 

Ordering the filters and effects this way minimized potential conflicts and problems 

between effects and filters. It allowed each filter to be clearly heard and kept any filters 

from being overshadowed when others are adjusted or automated. 
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The only conflict in the order of effects that required manually programming a 

workaround was the automated decay. If a user mutes a channel (in the level object), then 

the echo and reverb should continue until they naturally fade away. But if the reverb is 

automated, a fade-out time of three minutes is unacceptably long. The solution was to 

link the automation of the reverb’s control object to the mute command. If the user were 

to mute a channel while the reverb automation level was greater than level 1, the 

automation would be reset to level 1, which takes about 4 seconds to dissipate. 

 

SERIAL COMMUNICATION 
 

In order for the software and hardware to communicate effectively, data needed to 

be formatted and transmitted in a clear and effective way between hardware elements. 

Communication both to and from the computer were routed through the same serial bus 

(USB), but they were interpreted differently by software on the computer and in the 

Arduino. The acquisition and transition of data related to pedal movement traveled from 

the Arduino to the computer and required smoothing and bundling the data in a specific 

way before it could be sent. The transmission of LED commands from the computer to 

the Arduino was much more intuitive, requiring only five bytes (a standard unit of 

storage, coined by Werner Buchholz) to be transmitted in a particular order.48 

The only data transmitted from the computer to the Arduino were commands for 

LED changes. Each time the computer requests a color change, a series of five bytes is sent 

to the Arduino via USB. In this case, each byte represents a number, grouped together as 

                                                   
     48. Werner Buchholz, ed., Planning a Computer System (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1962), 40. 
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eight bits of information. Each of the eight bits can be visualized as either a 0 or a 1, and 

when the eight bits are lined up in a byte, each 0 or 1 (in base 2) represents a different 

number in base 10. 

 
Table 3. Base 10 translations of binary bits 

 
Index: 7 (left) 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 (right) 
Base 2: 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 
Base 10: 0 or 128 0 or 64 0 or 32 0 or 16 0 or 8 0 or 4 0 or 2 0 or 1 

 

A byte that looks like 00010000 would equate to the number 16 (index 4, which has a 

base 10 value of 16 is the only index bit contributing to the total). 00010010 would 

equate to the number 18 (index 4 contributes 16 to the total and index 1 contributes 2: 

16+2=18). At its maximum, a value of 11111111 would equate to the base 10 number 

255. As a result, all of the numbers coming from Max are limited between 0 and 255. The 

five bytes sent to the Arduino represent the current channel, hue, saturation, brightness, 

and total fade time (Figure 32). 

 

 
Figure 32. Formatting for LED commands. The left byte characterizes what channel is 
affected (0 affects all channels, 1–12 represent the BlinkMs attached to pedals C–B, 
channel 13 affects the MaxM). The hue convention BlinkM uses is that 0 is red, and as 
the number increases, the color cycles around the rainbow (orange, yellow, green, blue, 
and purple) and ends up back at red=255. Sat stands for saturation, where 255 is a fully 
saturated color and 0 is unsaturated (black, gray, or white). Bri stands for brightness (255 
is maximum brightness and 0 is black). Fade time describes how long each color takes to 
fade in (0 is very long and 255 is as quickly as possible). 
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Packing the bytes in a standardized order ensures that they will always be sent as a group 

of five. This is significant because the Arduino only reads in values when it receives five 

bytes of information (Figure 33). 

 
while (Serial.available()) 

  { 

    if (Serial.available() >4) 

    { 

      int chan = Serial.read(); 

      int hue = Serial.read(); 

      int sat = Serial.read(); 

      int bri = Serial.read(); 

      int fast = Serial.read(); 

      BlinkM_setFadeSpeed(chan, fast); 

      BlinkM_fadeToHSB(chan, hue, sat, bri); 

    } 

  } 

Figure 33. The Processing/Wiring language code to interpret and implement lighting 
changes. 

 

The objects setFadeSpeed() and fadetoHSB() are both default functions contained within 

the BlinkM_funcs.h.49 The function setFadeSpeed() sets the speed of a given channel’s 

fade to any desired value. And fadetoHSB() sends the command for a given channel to 

fade to a certain hue, saturation, and brightness from whatever its current value is. 

The data that originates in the Arduino and is sent to the computer is a bit more 

complicated. The Arduino Mega offers sixteen analogue inputs, but this project requires 

thirty-nine (thirteen pedals, each of which have an X-axis, a Y-axis, and a pushbutton). 

To capture all thirty-nine incoming analogue signals, three multiplexers were used. Three 

                                                   
     49. Tod E. Kurt, “BlinkM_funcs.h,” ThingM Labs, accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://thingm.com/products/blinkm.html. 
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multiplexers and their breakout board were combined on the Mux Shield. The 

multiplexers allow for additional inputs by sequentially routing sixteen different outputs 

from the multiplexer through one Arduino input and reading each value only after the 

appropriate output is routed (Figure 34). 

 

 
Figure 34. Diagram of how one multiplexer can selectively send one of its inputs to the 
Arduino. The code to select which input is routed to the Arduino (the angled line) is given 
by the function Getinput(). In this figure, input 1 is routed to the Arduino. 
 

One problem with the Mux Shield is that its headers are too short, and it short circuits on 

the metal USB casing when attached on top of the Arduino. To solve this problem, a set 

of four stackable headers (two headers are 6-pin and two are 8-pin) were placed between 

the Arduino and the Mux Shield. A disadvantage to using stackable headers was that the 

overall height of the multiplexer is raised by about half an inch, but the additional 

stackable headers made the operation safer and less prone to shorting out. 

The incoming data from the pedals are constantly being read and stored in one of 

three matrices in the Arduino: the matrix horiz[] stores X-axis voltages, vert[] stores Y-

axis voltage, and ped[] stores voltages associated with the pushbutton (Figure 35). 
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horiz[1] = Getinput(8, 2); ped[1] = Getinput(9, 2); 

vert[1] = Getinput(10, 2); 

horiz[2] = Getinput(4, 1); ped[2] = Getinput(5, 1); 

vert[2] = Getinput(6, 1); 

horiz[3] = Getinput(11, 2); ped[3] = Getinput(12, 2); 

vert[3] = Getinput(13, 2); 

horiz[4] = Getinput(1, 1); ped[4] = Getinput(2, 1); 

vert[4] = Getinput(3, 1); 

horiz[5] = Getinput(14, 2); ped[5] = Getinput(15, 2); 

vert[5] = Getinput(8, 1); 

horiz[6] = Getinput(9, 1); ped[6] = Getinput(10, 1); 

vert[6] = Getinput(11, 1); 

horiz[7] = Getinput(6, 0); ped[7] = Getinput(7, 0); 

vert[7] = Getinput(0, 1); 

horiz[8] = Getinput(12, 1); ped[8] = Getinput(13, 1); 

vert[8] = Getinput(14, 1); 

horiz[9] = Getinput(3, 0); ped[9] = Getinput(4, 0); 

vert[9] = Getinput(5, 0); 

horiz[10] = Getinput(15, 1); ped[10] = Getinput(8, 0); 

vert[10] = Getinput(9, 0); 

horiz[11] = Getinput(0, 0); ped[11] = Getinput(1, 0); 

vert[11] = Getinput(2, 0); 

horiz[12] = Getinput(10, 0); ped[12] = Getinput(11, 0); 

vert[12] = Getinput(12, 0); 

horiz[13] = Getinput(13, 0); ped[13] = Getinput(14, 0); 

vert[13] = Getinput(15, 0); 

Figure 35. The code for capturing data from each foot pedal. 

 

The voltages from the pedals are connected to a multiplexer at places that are 

geometrically convenient on the wooden board (pedal 2 was connected next to pedal 4 

because they were on the same row, for example), so the specific values associated with 

each Getinput() command were based on where each pedal most easily and cleanly 

connected to the multiplexer. To set the mux location, the software must set the analogue 

switches to allow the desired signal through (Figure 36). 
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static int Getinput(int inputnum, int muxnum 

{ 

  digitalWrite(5, (inputnum&15)>>3); 

  digitalWrite(4, (inputnum&7)>>2);   

  digitalWrite(3, (inputnum&3)>>1);   

  digitalWrite(2, (inputnum&1)); 

  return analogRead(muxnum); 

} 

Figure 36. The Getinput() object sets the mux location and retrieves the appropriate 
voltage from an input. 

 

The first number bundled with the Getinput() object was the specific input number 

(labeled directly on the Mux Shield), called inputnum. But because there were three 16-

channel muxers on the Mux Shield, a second number (muxnum) specified the address of a 

specific multiplexer (mux0, mux1, or mux2). Pedal 8 (G), for example, is connected to 

inputs 12, 13, and 14 of mux1. So the code to capture the inputs from pedal 8 would 

look like: 

horiz[8]=Getinput(12, 1); ped[8]=Getinput(13, 1); vert[8]=Getinput(14, 1); 

The data for each pedal is captured as a 10-bit number (in base 10, any integer 

between 0 and 1023). Once data for each pedal is captured, it needed to be smoothed. 

Because the software relied heavily on the pedal returning successfully to a “center” value, 

the Arduino included code to force the value it sent to the computer to default to 504 if 

the measure value was read anywhere between 420 and 580 (Figure 37). 

 
if (horiz[i] >= 420 && horiz[i] <= 580){horiz[i]=504;} 

if (vert[i] >= 420 && vert[i] <= 580){vert[i]=504;} 

Figure 37. Code for centering the pedal values if they are close. 
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Note that a value of 504 is not quite halfway between 0 and 1023, but when converted to 

an 8-bit number, it produces a value of 63, which was appropriate for the Max software). 

Similarly, the Arduino code included a section to force the values to a maximum or 

minimum if and only if they are close (Figure 38). 

 
if (horiz[i] >= 990){horiz[i]=1023;} //maximize the horizontal value 

if (vert[i] >= 990){vert[i]=1023;} //maximize the vertical value 

if (horiz[i] <= 35){horiz[i]=0;} //minimize the horizontal value 

if (vert[i] <= 35){vert[i]=0;} //minimize the vertical value 

Figure 38. Code for maximizing or minimizing the value of each pedal, if it is close to 
either extreme. 

 

The smoothing functions also helped because it limited how often data is sent to the 

computer. It would be unwise and unnecessary to transmit all thirty-nine streams of data 

simultaneously. Instead, a more economical solution was to only transfer information 

about a pedal that was recently moved. The algorithm to accomplish this was a four-step, 

repeating process (Figure 39): 

1. Check to see if the previous values for this pedal match the current values. 

2. If anything does not match, then send out the pedal data in the format 

“pedal_number   horiz   pushbutton   vert   .” 

3. Make the current pedal values into the previous values 

4. Capture new current values for that pedal and repeat steps 1–4 over and over. 
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If (oldhoriz[i] != horiz[i] || buttonon[i] != oldbuttonon[i] || oldvert[i] != 

vert[i]) 

{ 

  Serial.print(i); 

  Serial.print(" "); 

  Serial.print(horiz[i]/8);//divide by 8 to convert from 1024 values to 128 

  Serial.print(" "); 

  Serial.print(buttonon[i]); 

  Serial.print(" "); 

  Serial.print(vert[i]/8); 

  Serial.print("."); 

  oldhoriz[i]=horiz[i]; 

  oldvert[i]=vert[i]; 

} 

Figure 39. The Processing/Wiring code to accomplish steps one through three. 

 

This way of processing the information required three additional matrices: oldhoriz[], 

oldvert[], and oldbuttonon[], which were used to test whether a value had changed. By 

transferring data only when something changes, Max would receive significantly less data 

to process. 

Once the pedal data is formatted properly, smoothed, and selectively transmitted, 

Max receives the code as a series of bytes with each byte corresponding to a letter, 

number, space, or punctuation mark determined by the American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange, ASCII.50 Max receives each byte and converts it to a unique 

ASCII character (Figure 40). 

 

                                                   
     50. USA Standard Code for Information Interchange, USAS X3.4-1967, United States 
of America Standards Institute, July 7, 1967. 
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Figure 40. Part of the Max object that interprets the incoming signals.  

 

The number 46 is the ASCII translation of the “.” symbol, which terminates each 

transmission of data. Every time the select object encounters a “46”, Max sends a bang to 

the zl group object, spitting out the list of bytes it received from the serial object. That list 

of bytes is converted to ASCII characters (in this case, those characters are all numbers 

and spaces), and converted from a “string” to a “list.” With the current Arduino code, 

the resultant list will always be formatted in the same order. 

 
Table 4. Serial transmissions order from Arduino to Max 

 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 
Pedal number 
(1–13) 

X-axis movement 
(0–127) 

Pushbutton 
(0 or 1) 

Y-axis movement 
(0–127) 

 

Once in “list” form, the numbers are routed to their appropriate locations based on the 

pedal number and the current mode. 
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APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE 
 

This device comes packaged with a custom designed application programming 

interface (API) for future programmers who want to leverage this hardware. This 

supplemental program provides a simple interface to facilitate acquisition of foot pedal 

information into Max and transmission of LED color changes from Max (Figure 41). 

 

 
Figure 41. The API program. 

 

The bottom of the API provides number boxes to display each pedal’s movement and a 

button to indicate when each pedal is pressed. The left side of the program propagates a 

list of every available serial port and decodes the incoming signals. The green number 

box, sliders, and pictslider objects in the middle allow the user to send lighting commands 

through the serial port. The upper right portion of the program offers the programmer 

three examples, which demonstrate how lighting cues could be automated. Note that the 

thirteen pushbuttons can be triggered as a bang or as a toggle (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42. The Arduino code sends a 0 or 1 depending on whether the pedal is down. The 
middle channel of this object (info) converts that binary signal into an instantaneous bang 
whenever the pedal is clicked. 

 

By providing an API for programmers and electronic composers to interface with the 

hardware, this device becomes even more powerful. Instead of controlling loops, effects, 

and spatialization of sounds, the hardware could be used to run lighting rigs,51 to activate 

Disklavier player pianos,52 to control live video playback,53 to digitally synthesize new 

sounds,54 or even to send Twitter messages55 and control your Christmas lights.56 Though 

a performer might never use this API, the flexibility of the system and ease of use make 

extending the SCREAMboard’s functionality an enticing prospect. 

                                                   
     51. Nicolas Moreau, DMX USB Pro User Manual, accessed February 19, 2013 
http://www.enttec.com/pdf/manuals/70304.pdf. 
     52. Keith Fullerton Whitman, “Strummer / Piano,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://keithfullertonwhitman.com/projects/maxmsp.html. 
     53. Timothy Place et al., “Flexible Control of Composite Parameters in Max/MSP,” 
International Computer Music Association 2005 (2005). 
     54. Alessandro Cipriani, Electronic Music and Digital Sound Design, vol. 1 (Rome: 
Contemponet, 2010). 
     55. Andrew Spitz and Matthew Eddey, “Max + Live To Twitter {+ software},” 
accessed February 19, 2013, http://www.soundplusdesign.com/?p=4213. 
     56. John, “The RGB Christmas Light Project,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://www.response-box.com/rgblights/index.shtml. 
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RESULTS 
 

The hardware and software functioned together with no unanticipated problems. 

All the original design criteria were met, and the device functioned as expected. The 

effects were easy to actuate, the loops were quick to record, and it was simple to pan a 

sound. There is a shallow learning curve compared to other real-time synthesis solutions, 

and though the SCREAMboard is easy to learn, there is great depth and variety in what 

can be accomplished sonically. 

The design of the hardware effectively mirrored the design of the software. The 

thirteen pedals were arranged to look like a C to C chromatic scale on the piano. The 

Arduino was mounted on the left, each BlinkM was mounted underneath a pedal, and the 

larger MaxM light was mounted on the right (Figure 43). 

 

 
Figure 43. A top down view of the pedal-board with some of the LEDs engaged. 
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The spacing of each pedal and overall layout allows the performer to clearly see every 

element, process information on looping and recording related to the LEDs, and quickly 

move any of the thirteen pedals. 

The overall design of the software required only four main modes: loop mode, pan 

mode, transpose mode, and effect mode. The software required a small setup window, 

with information about the vector-size, which audio interface to use, and which serial 

port to interact with. The functionality of the rightmost pedal (high C) was specifically 

routed to interface controls, global settings, and navigation, but the other twelve pedals 

(C to B) shared the same functionality as one another, depending on the mode. There 

were no unused pedals in any mode–that is to say every pedal always does something. The 

functionality of the twelve main petals, however, was programmed to shift depending on 

what mode is currently active. 
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FUNCTIONALITY 
 

The final design required three different kinds of assemblies. The first assembly 

consisted of the Arduino, four stackable headers, Mux Shield, two resistors, and fourty-

one breakaway headers. The second assembly was the combination the MaxM Master, 

MaxM Blaster, and Amac box. The third assembly was made from the foot pedal, 

breakout board, BlinkM, and JST crimp-style connectors. There were thirteen of those 

assemblies mounted to the base of the board (though one assembly did not include a 

blinkM). The Arduino assembly was mounted on the far left of the board, and the MaxM 

assembly was mounted on the far right. Even though those two were important to the 

overall design and construction of this device, the most critical components were the foot 

pedal assemblies. 

The assembly of the foot pedal, BlinkM, JST connectors, vinyl washers, machine 

screws, and bolts was elegant and compact. The dimensions of 11/2" by 11/2" gave the 

hardware a small footprint, which allowed all thirteen pedals to easily fit on a 7" x 251/2" 

board (Figure 44). 
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Figure 44. The foot pedal assembly, with the top piece removed. 

 

The white circuit board protruding from the bottom of the red breakout board is the 

BlinkM. The breakout board is .063" thick, which is fortuitous because the LED on the 

top of the BlinkM is attached about .070" above its board. Because the LED is mounted 

higher than the thickness of the red breakout board, the BlinkM board could fit snugly 

underneath, and the LED could sit on top. This meant that the lighting would not be 

obfuscated by any hardware; there would be direct, unobstructed line of sight between the 

LED and the performer (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45. Close-up of one pedal assembly with blue lighting. 

 

One problem encountered with the RGB LEDs was that the three semiconductors that 

generate red, green, and blue light were spaced far enough apart that the light looks more 

like three separate lights rather than one homogenous color. To solve this problem, a 

small piece of MicroporeTM tape was affixed to the top of the BlinkMs. The MicroporeTM 

paper tape diffuses the red, green, and blue channels into a single homogenous color 

(Figure 46). 
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Figure 46. The MaxM (right) with opaque electrical tape on the bottom and translucent 
paper tape on the top. This MaxM is current set at 50% blue and 50% red, but it appears 
as a bright purple. 

 

When the LEDs are activated, each pedal is slightly illuminated. This effect could be 

accentuated by replacing the black joystick tops with clear tops, which was briefly 

considered for this project. The disadvantage to clear tops is that they are more difficult 

for a performer to see and operate. For the scope of this project, the benefit of clear tops 

did not outweigh the additional difficulty in operation, so the black tops were used. 

The back of the board included eight 3/4" vinyl bumpers, spaced evenly to prevent 

unwanted movement during operation. The counterbored holes are visible on the back of 

the board, as are the two washers used to secure the Arduino to the board (Figure 47). 
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Figure 47. The back of the board. Each group of four holes is one pedal. The single hole 
in the upper left was drilled to mount the MaxM. The two washers on the far right 
secured the Arduino assembly to the pedal board. 

 

Covering the back of the board with paint, rubber, vinyl, felt, or plastic would be viable 

options, but leaving the back bare allows for faster removal of screws, in the event that a 

user has to replace a part. 

One design consideration in the selection of engineered wood flooring was the 

overall appearance of the front and back sides. The backs of some engineered wood looks 

almost like particleboard, and those panels were immediately removed from 

consideration. Some engineered wood has a uniformly colored underside, while others 

have a back with a more natural looking simulated wood grain. This device features 

engineered wood that had an aesthetically pleasing front and a wood-grain pattern on the 

back, was soft enough to drill, and was an appropriate thickness around 3/8". The holes in 

the engineered wood allowed for a quick installation of the pedals and the Arduino, 

which was connected to the Mux Shield all thirty-nine outputs (Figure 48). 
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Figure 48. Top-down view of the Mux Shield, showing wires for the vertical (blue) and 
horizontal (red) pedal movement as well as the pushbuttons (black). The green wires are 
for VCC. The yellow wires are for ground. The two black and white wires (the ones 
attached to the two resistors) connect to the SDA and SCL. 

 

Because wires were not visually suitable to illustrate how the hardware elements were 

soldered together, a wiring diagram of the entire board was bundled with the software 

(Figure 4). With that schematic, designers or electronic musicians interested in recreating 

this device would have a clear reference for what connections were made, how the wires 

were laid out, and where each piece of hardware was secured. A picture of the final 

assembly was also included in the user guide (Figure 49). 
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Figure 49. Final design of the pedal board, with LEDs engaged. 

 

The overall look, feel, and functionality of the hardware were all successful. The use of 

the engineered wood floorboard and black vinyl tape gives the SCREAMboard a unique, 

almost retro look. The lights functioned as desired. They can be clearly seen, and they 

relay important information to the performer. Each pedal was attached with four nylon 

spacers, nuts, and machine screws, which made the device sturdy and difficult to break. 

Because the layout of the pedals mimicked the layout of a C to C chromatic scale on a 

piano, finding a particular pedal is more intuitive than an evenly spaced matrix of 

unlabeled joysticks. 

 

LOOP MODE 
 

The default view of the software is loop mode. Loop mode controls how sounds 

are recorded, played back, looped, soloed, muted, and what their volume are. When a 

user first opens the program, loop mode is displayed with its default settings (Figure 50).  
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Figure 50. The default window for the program. Loop mode controls the recording and 
playback of sounds and loops. 

 

The overall look of the default window is a series of thirteen dials, with boxes behind 

them, in the shape of a C to C chromatic scale. There is a title at the top and an area in 

the upper right with additional controls. The space below the dials contains a series of 

buttons and menus that are used for changing settings and making archival recordings. 

 The most striking features in the default window are the thirteen dials. The dials 

are all white, except for the rightmost dial (high C), which is dark gray. The high C dial 

allows the user access to special functions, modes, microphone effects, and global volume, 

soloing, and muting. The small green speaker icon in the middle of the rightmost dial 

turns the sound processing on and off. The sound from the microphone is displayed as a 

spectroscope on top of the dark gray background of the high C dial. As the performer 
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makes noise into the microphone, the spectrogram provides a frequency-domain analysis 

and graph of the overall sound (Figure 51). 

 

 
Figure 51. An illustration of the spectrogram displayed on top of the high C dial. On top 
of the dial is a sound meter, displaying peak levels of the overall sound. 

 

A peak level indicator also activates when the performer starts making noise. The 

coloration of this meter changes from green to yellow to orange, and it finally turns red 

when the sound is clipping. The special features of the high C dial will be discussed in 

further detail later in this section. 

Initially, each dial features three critical pieces of information: a dial position, a 

small arrow position in the middle of each dial, and a small “P0” at the bottom of the 

dial. The dial position (which defaults to the 12 o’clock vertical position) is a 

representation of the volume of each channel. The further clockwise a performer turns the 

dial, the louder the volume. The rightmost dial position represents overall volume. The 

small arrow in the middle of each dial represents the current panning. Note that the 

rightmost dial does not have an arrow because it does not control a unique channel. The 

“P0” near the bottom of each dial represents the current transposition of each channel. P0 

stands for “perfect unison,” which means that the channels are not transposed. 

The last element associated with each dial is invisible. A drag-and-drop area is 

provided on top of the twelve main dials (not high C), so performers can drag-and-drop 

any pre-recorded .aif sounds. When a user drops a sound file into one of the drag-and-
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drop areas, the program automatically loads the sound into that dial’s buffer. Once 

loaded into a particular channel, the program treats each sound like a one-shot recording: 

the background behind that dial turns into a pink and tan gradient, the BlinkM LED 

associated with that channel turns pink, and the sound can be played back by clicking on 

the corresponding pedal. This drag-and-drop area provides a simple interface to integrate 

pre-recorded sounds into a live performance. And because each sound is associated with a 

unique channel, the sounds can be panned and transposed, and all of the standard effects 

and automations can be applied in real-time. 

 The top of the window displays the title of the mode with which mode the user is 

currently interacting. The title for effect mode and transpose mode also changes based on 

whether or not any channels are selected. Each mode is also linked with a unique MaxM 

color. This color provides visual cues for the performer; in addition to the title at the top 

of the window, the pedal board itself indicates which mode is currently active by setting 

the MaxM to a color that corresponds with each mode. 

 
Table 5. Title labels and associated MaxM colors 

 
Titles for modes: MaxM color: 
Loop mode Defaults to the current color group 
Color group mode Dark purple 
Loop ratio mode Dark red 
Global effect mode 
Effects by channel 

Bright pink 

Global transpose 
Transpose by channel 

Bright green 

Pan by Channel Bright blue 
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Loop mode is the only mode without a distinct color; its color is drawn from the current 

color group. If the current group is white, the MaxM LED turns off. The individual 

modes and their operation will be discussed in detail later in this section. 

 On the user interface, to the right of the title are two displays: the color group 

display and the loop ratio display. The color group display indicates what color group is 

currently selected. It is displayed as a colored box with gray border. The loop ratio 

display is a small piece of text that looks like 1:9, 4:1, 2:3, and so forth. When the group 

color mode is white, the word “new” is placed in the gray box, and the loop ratio text is 

colored light gray (to indicate that it has no function for this group color). A full 

description of the functionality of the loop ratio and group color are found later in this 

section. 

 Beside the color group display and the loop ratio display, there are six mouse-

controlled interface objects. The rainbow color swatch changes the window’s background 

color. The yellow “reset all” button clears and reinitializes all of the channels. The “out” 

slider controls the overall output volume. The “mic” slider controls the overall 

microphone volume. The two small buttons underneath the sliders reset “out” and “mic” 

to their default levels. 

The main window also features a row of options below the dials. This row 

provides technical options that the performer would not normally need to access during a 

performance. None of these options are controlled by the foot pedals; they require a 

mouse to operate. 

The “record” button allows a performer to record an entire performance–including 

live and recorded sounds. By default, this program does not create archival copies of each 

performance, but clicking on the “record” button allows the user to do so. After the 
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“record” button is clicked, a “Save As” menu box will appear, asking the performer to 

provide a name and location for the saved .aif file. Once the recording button is clicked 

and a file name and location are selected, the red circle turns into a green square. Clicking 

on the square activates the recording, which draws a large green “X” inside the square 

(Figure 52). 

 

 
Figure 52. The “record” button engaged. N.B.: As the recording progresses, a small 
number will appear to the right of the green box, indicating how long (in seconds) the 
recording is. This recording is currently 11 seconds long. 

 

Clicking on the square when it is recording will stop recording and change the icon back 

to a red circle. These recordings capture the every channel of audio and save it to a disc. If 

a user wants an archival copy of the sound files from any performance, the “record” 

button provides that functionality. 

The “Audio” menu can turn all audio processing on or off. The default value for 

this menu is “on,” and it functions identically to clicking the small green speaker icon in 

the middle of the rightmost dial (high C). There should not be a need to use this menu, 

though if the microphone experiences unexpected feedback, the “Audio” menu can 

provide a quick way to mute all of the sounds. 

The “Speakers” menu allows performers to select how many speakers they using. 

The program will calculate how to pan the sound automatically, based on this number. 

There is little difference in the computing power required to use one speaker or eight, so 

selecting the total number of speakers should be an artistic decision (or at least a 
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pragmatic decision based on the performance venue) rather than a decision limited by the 

power of the computer. 

The “Driver” menu allows the user to select an audio interface to use. This list is 

populated with every available audio interface when the performer first launches the 

program. It is important to note that Max requires restarting the application to use any 

new hardware; plugging in additional hardware when the program is open does not work. 

The “Test Sound” button provides a series of subtle clicks that start at speaker one 

and plays one click for each speaker. It provides a quick way to check sound levels and 

make sure that the speakers are connected properly and in the correct order. 

Clicking on the “Setup” button on the bottom right brings up a second window 

with technical options that focus on variation in hardware and performance spaces 

(Figure 53). 

 

       
Figure 53. The setup window (left) and the DSP status window (right). The “Advanced 
Setup” button brings up the “DSP Status” window. 
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The setup window offers options for controlling vector size: I/O vector size and signal 

vector size. They directly affect their corresponding options in the DSP status window. 

The lower the vector size, the more responsive the sound. But the higher the size, the less 

computer power is required. Effective performance on any computer would require 

careful calibration of these two options. The setup window also allows the performer to 

mute a certain number of channels, which can be useful if the CPU utilization of the 

computer is too high. The user can also select an alternative serial port to interact with 

the hardware. This option should be automatically set by default on most computers, but 

for users with multiple Arduinos, it could require selecting an alternative serial port. The 

list of serial ports is populated with a complete list of available serial ports when the user 

first opens the program. There is also an “Advanced Setup” button that reveals the DSP 

status window. This window is meant to be opened, quickly adjusted, and closed, 

returning the user to loop view. 

The default view of loop mode is stark at first appearance. It is mostly blank, with 

little text, almost all in black and white. But as the user starts to engage with the system, 

loop mode reveals a diverse, vibrant interface with spectral visualizations, descriptive text 

blocks, animated interface elements, and brightly colored boxes (Figure 54). 
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Figure 54. An example of loop mode in use. C and C #  are one-shot recordings. D and E 
share the same color group (and the recording length). E is currently recording. F and G 
have some automated filters. A shares the same color group as F, but its overall length is 
longer by a ratio of 8:1. 

 

As the performer records, loops, edits, transposes, and pans the sound, the visualization in 

loop mode changes to reflect each decision. Each loop length is displayed (in seconds) 

above each dial. The color group of each channel is displayed as a background color 

when a new sound is recorded. The one-shot recordings are displayed in a bright pink 

background that gently fades to cream. Volume of each channel is expressed by the 

position of each dial, and panning is expressed by a small white arrow in the middle of 

the dial. Automated effects are listed above the dial on each channel that they affect. 

Transpositions are displayed inside the dials for each channel. The waveform (visualized 

as a semi-transparent spectroscope) appears behind each dial, allowing the user to see 

exactly what range, volume, temporal location, and timbre a given musical gesture on any 
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channel features. Every parameter, effect, and automation in the program is visible in 

loop mode. If, in the middle of a performance, one musician were to step away from the 

SCREAMboard and another were to approach it, the second musician could tell exactly 

what is happening by viewing the loop mode interface. 

 

There are thirteen dials in the program, twelve of which directly control various 

channels (each of the twelve controls a unique channel, and the thirteenth controls the 

incoming microphone signal). There are seven default colors and setting for the dials 

(Figure 55). 

 

 
Figure 55. The basic color settings. Settings 4, 5, and 6 are independent from 1, 2, 3, and 
7. It is possible, for example, to have a muted track (4) that is also soloed (3). 

 
Table 6. Functionality of dials 

 
Setting 1. The channel will loop when recorded. This is the default 

value. 
Setting 2. The channel is soloed. 
Setting 3. Another channel is soloed, and this channel is not.  
Setting 4. This channel is muted. 
Setting 5. This color is for an unrecorded sound that will be recorded 

as a one-shot recording. Pressing down on the foot pedal 
toggles between one-shot mode and loop mode. 

Setting 6. This color flashes briefly for one-shot recordings when they 
are played. 

Setting 7. This color is only available in effect mode and transpose 
mode. It means that this particular channel is active; any 
effects or transposition setting that are changed will be 
applied to this channel. 
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The dial change automatically to display these seven default colors. They provide visual 

feedback to the performer as they are looping, soloing, muting, or recording or playing 

back one-shot sounds. The dial colors are also linked to the LED colors on the hardware: 

one-shot recordings feature a pink LED, soloed channels activate a bright yellow LED, 

and muted channels fade to dark blue. 

 

COLOR GROUP MODE 
 

 Without using color group mode, a performer can record (or overdub) and loop up 

to twelve independent channels of audio. But each channel will have a different overall 

length. This approach is appropriate if every channel is meant to sound and repeat 

independently, but it would be impossible to have two channels line up exactly. 

Recording the same ostinato, for example, into two different channels would produce a 

noticeable phase distortion that would compound every time the loop repeated (an effect 

similar to Steve Reich’s 1967 composition, Piano Phase).57 But using color group mode 

allows the performer to make an additional loop with the exact same length (Figure 56). 

 

                                                   
     57. Steve Reich, Piano Phase, for two pianos or two marimbas (Vienna: Universal 
Edition, 1967). 
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Figure 56. Color group mode looks identical to loop mode, except the only way to 
interact with the hardware in this mode is to click on a pedal to set a new color group. 
The current color group is visualized in the upper right portion of this window and 
displayed on the MaxM LED. Note that C, D, D # , and E all share the same color group. 

 

Color mode is activated by moving any blank (not yet recorded) pedal to the right. When 

a user activates color group mode, they are asked to click the pedal that corresponds with 

what color to make their next loop(s). A matching color corresponds with a matching 

length. After a color is chosen, every new recoding will automatically assume the same 

length as the original color group. 

There are 12 unique color groups, as well as the “white” group, which makes the 

computer record loops at new loop lengths. When the user selects the “white” group, a 

small block of text, reading “new” is placed on top of the color group display box in the 

upper right hand corner (Figure 56). Using color groups can be a powerful tool if the user 

wants to record and process multiple loops with the exact same length. 
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LOOP RATIO MODE 
 

One problem with using color group mode is that a loop may be too short or too 

long to be useful. For example, a performer might first record a low quarter note, to 

establish a rhythm. Then on top of that, the performer might want to layer a two 

measure,   groove. Using only color group mode, it would be impossible to record any 

time-synchronized loop other than a quarter note. That problem is solved with loop ratio 

mode (Figure 57). 

 

 
Figure 57. Loop ratio mode allows the user to press up or down on the twelve main 
pedals to choose a new loop ratio. 

 

When a performer presses an unused pedal to the left, he or she enters loop ratio mode. 

The only available action in loop ratio mode is to move one of the twelve main pedals (C 
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to B) up or down to select a new loop ratio. Any transposition information is temporarily 

removed in loop ratio mode, so the user can more easily identify which pedals are 

associated with which ratios. Pedal 6 (F) is associated with a 1:1 ratio. The ratios get 

faster as the user selects lower pedals, and it gets slower as the user selects higher pedals. 

 Once a loop ratio and a color group are selected, each new recording will be 

synchronized to the color group by the given loop ratio. As an example (Figure 54), a user 

first creates a recording with a length of a quarter note. Selecting a color group of the 

quarter note recording and a loop ratio of 8:1 would force each subsequent recording to a 

length of exactly two measures (until the loop ratio or color group is changed). 

 In addition to the twenty-one various loop ratios, there is an additional ratio called 

X:1. This is used primarily for recording multi-measure melodies. If the performer knows 

that the loop should synchronize with a particular color group do not know exactly how 

long it will be, X:1 automatically rounds a new loop to the nearest measure of its 

associated color group. If one happens to start with a one-measure loop, and record a 

fifteen-measure melody with a matching color group and an X:1 ratio, then the loop will 

be perfectly synchronized to repeat every fifteen-measures, and it will display 15:1 as the 

loop ratio. The loop ratios are visualized in a larger font, immediately above the loop 

length text box (Figure 54). 

 

EFFECT MODE 
 

When a user clicks on the high C pedal, they are taken to effect mode. Effect mode 

features a rainbow background and a red MaxM, to differentiate it visually from loop 

mode (Figure 58). 
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Figure 58. The default view for global effect mode. 

 

Every pedal is associated with a unique effect, each of which has two independent 

variables. The performer can choose which effect to apply and can adjust either 

independent variable of that effect by moving the pedal in the X-axis or Y-axis. Each 

effect can be applied to some or all of the channels at once. By default, every effect will 

apply to every channel, including the microphone channel. Clicking on a pedal tells the 

computer to only apply effects to that channel. To further explain the relationship 

between “global effects” and “effects by channel,” it is necessary to examine this mode in 

action (Figure 59). 
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Figure 59. A visualization of the interface when certain channels are selected. 

 

In an example (Figure 59), a performer clicks the pushbuttons on the C # , F # , G, and G #  

pedals, and only those channels are affected. Gray boxes around those channels indicate 

that they are active and that any effects are applied only to them. After clicking on these 

foot pedals, the performer has adjusted the values of their effects for F #  (peak filter), G 

(glissando), G #  (high pass filter), and A #  (high shelf filter). Changes in the effect variables 

are visualized by the small gray circles that move inside the F # , G, G # , and A #  dials. Since 

each effect has two independent variables, one variable moves the gray circle vertically, 

and the other moves it horizontally. 

The specific effects for each pedal are assigned based on two conventions, which 

were designed to be easy to remember. Pedals in the upper row (black keys) are all 
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assigned to filters, starting with low filters on the left pedal and progressing higher as one 

moves right. 

 
Table 7. Upper row filters 

 
Pedal 2 (C #): low shelf filter (increases all sounds below __Hz) 
Pedal 4 (D #): low pass filter (decreases all sounds above __Hz) 
Pedal 7 (F #): peak filter (increases sounds between __Hz and __Hz) 
Pedal 9 (G #): high pass filter (decreases all sounds below __Hz) 
Pedal 11 (A #): high shelf filter (increases all sounds above __Hz) 

 

The lower row (white keys) of pedals each feature a different effect. The name of the 

effect always shares the first letter of its name with the key. 

 
Table 8. Effects for individual pedals in the lower row 

 
Pedal 1 (C): Comb filter (X-axis is speed, Y-axis is amount) 
Pedal 3 (D): Decay (the decay length of a reverb filter) 
Pedal 5 (E): Echo (X-axis changes echo length, Y-axis is amount) 
Pedal 6 (F): Flange (X-axis is speed, Y-axis is depth) 
Pedal 8 (G): Glissando (X-axis is speed, Y-axis is interval) 
Pedal 10 (A): Amplitude modulation (X-axis and Y-axis are both SSB filters) 
Pedal 12 (B): Bit rate (X-axis is bit depth, Y-axis is sample rate) 

 

This provides a simple mnemonic to help the user remember which pedals are associated 

with which filters. 

Effect mode (as well as pan mode and transpose mode) allows the user a way to 

automate random movement of each effect. If the user turns any effect pedal one full 
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rotation clockwise, that channel will become automated. If the user continues to rotate 

that pedal clockwise, two additional levels of automation intensity will activate. 

 
Table 9. Visualization of the three levels of automation 

 
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
[blank] comb comb! comb!! 

 

It is possible to automate every effect of every channel simultaneously. The automation 

for each effect in each channel is visualized by a small block of text, with each effect in a 

different location. With this system, the performer can see every channel’s automation; up 

to 143 simultaneous automations are possible (Figure 60). 

 

 
Figure 60. Automation of several effects at once in loop mode. 
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Note that each channel (Figure 60), as well as the microphone, shares the same 

automation. Rotating the pedal counterclockwise will remove or lower the automation 

intensity (levels 1–3) and will eventually turn off automation entirely (level 0). When in 

effect mode, double-clicking on any pedal will reset all effects on that channel. Triple-

clicking on a channel will reset all effects, panning, and transposition on that channel to 

its default value. All automated effects are labeled in every mode, as a way for users to 

differentiate one track from another. 

Like the other modes, the high C pedal has additional functionality. Moving that 

pedal down returns to loop mode, moving left switches to pan mode, moving right 

switches to transpose mode, and moving up resets the active channels in effect mode. 

Single, double, or triple-clicking the high C pedal resets elements of the microphone’s 

effects the same way as the other pedals, but quadruple-clicking resets the effects, 

panning, and transposition of all channels to their default values. Each filter has pre-

programmed default values for when the user resets a channel. 
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Table 10. Default values for each filter and transposition 
 
Effect: X-axis Default Value: Y-axis Default Value: 
Comb Delay: 63.5Hz Volume: 0dB 
Low Shelf Cutoff: 35Hz Gain: +0dB 
Decay Bandwidth: 0 Reverb time: 1sec 
Low Pass Cutoff: 12,543 Hz Volume reduction: 0dB 
Echo [no default value] Echo volume: +0dB 
Flange Flange speed: 0Hz Flange depth: 0Hz  
Peak [no default value] Gain: +0dB  
Glissando [no default value] Volume: 0dB 
High Pass Cutoff: 61Hz Volume reduction: 0dB 
Amplitude Modulation Frequency 1: 0Hz Frequency 2: 0Hz 
High Shelf Cutoff: 2,637Hz Gain: +0dB 
Bit Rate Sample rate: 100% of original Bit depth: 24 bits 
Up transposition Off 
Down transposition Perfect unison 
Left transposition Off 
Right transposition Off 

 

PAN MODE 
 

When in effect mode, moving the high C pedal to the left activates pan mode. In 

order to visually distinguish this mode from the rainbow colors of effect mode and the 

green/orange colors of transpose mode, pan mode features a dark blue pallet and a dark 

blue MaxM (Figure 61). 
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Figure 61. Pan mode with a variety of angles. 

 

The timings, loop ratios, and waveforms continue to be visualized in this mode, which 

gives the user additional clues about which channel is associated with which sound. As 

the user rotates each pedal, the sound is spatialized to a certain radial location (given in 

degrees) and fed into the pangood object, which calculates respective speaker volumes 

given the angle and the total number of speakers. 

Unlike the effects window where each effect is controlled by a separate pedal, the 

pedals in pan mode are directly assigned to their respective channels. To pan channel 7 

(F #) to 90° for instance, the user would push pedal 7 (F #) up. To pan channel 1 (low C) to 

45°, the user would push the C pedal diagonally up and right. 

The fluid, automated movement of an electronic sound from speaker to speaker 

around a performance hall is a critical feature of electronic art music–one that has great 
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historical and aesthetic significance. As early as the mid 1950s, Karlheinz Stockhausen 

was pioneering multi-channel spatialization techniques for his electronic compositions.58 

He recognized that giving sonic gestures a sense of movement is a compositional 

technique completely unique to electronic music. It is, after all, impractical to ask an 

acoustic orchestra to stand up and run around the stage while playing. Allowing musical 

gestures to move around the performance space gives performers exciting sonic 

capabilities that are traditionally associated with electronic music. Spinning a pedal 

clockwise or counterclockwise on this device applies an angular velocity to the sound in 

the channel associated with that pedal. The more the performer spins, the faster the sound 

travels around the room. If the performer spins a pedal in the opposite direction of the 

current velocity, it will start to slow down. If the performer keeps spinning in the opposite 

direction, the sound will eventually stop moving and start spinning in the other direction. 

The mechanics of resetting rotational velocity are unique to this mode as well. 

Clicking on any channel resets the velocity to 0°/s but maintains the current angle. 

Double-clicking on any channel resets the velocity to 0°/s, and the position reverts to the 

default position. A small icon in the middle of each channel’s dial, displays the current 

panning angle. The icon resembles a caret, but it is meant to function like an arrow 

without a tail. As the angle changes, the arrow rotates to display the new direction. The 

arrow for a particular channel rotates automatically when that channel has an associated 

velocity. The greater the velocity, the faster the arrow spins. And as the angle resets, the 

                                                   
     58. Michael Manion, personal communication with Simon Stockhausen, “From Tape 
Loops to MIDI: Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Forty Years of Electronic Music,” accessed 
January 20, 2013, http://www.stockhausen.org/tape_loops.html. 
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arrow reverts to its original position. This arrow is persistent throughout every mode, but 

it can only be modified in pan mode. 

 

TRANSPOSE MODE 
 

When in effect or pan mode, pressing the high C pedal to the right takes the user to 

transpose mode. Transpose mode features green (major intervals), blue (perfect intervals), 

orange (minor intervals), and tan (tri-tone) colors as well as a bright green MaxM. 

Transpose mode functions similarly to effect mode in that each pedal transposes a 

different amount, and clicking on a pedal allows the user to transpose channels 

individually or in small groups. The unique transposition for each channel is visualized on 

that channel’s dial and remains visible in every mode (Figure 62). 
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Figure 62. Transpose mode, with a variety of transpositions displayed for each channel. 
The colors displayed on this mode correspond to the intervals each pedal can do. Blue 
represents the perfect intervals: from left to right P0 (C), P4 (F), and P5 (G). Green 
represents major intervals: from left to right M2 (D), M3 (E), M6 (A), M7 (B). Orange 
represent minor intervals: from left to right m2 (D b), m3 (E b), m6 (A b), m7 (B b). The tri-
tone interval is colored tan. 

 

Like effect mode, double clicking any pedal will reset that channel’s transposition. 

Also similar to effect mode, spinning a pedal clockwise will engage one of three levels of 

transposition automation. Each channel can be transposed polyphonically, with up to 

four different intervals sounding at once. Those four intervals are represented by four 

unique directions: up, down, left, and right. Moving a pedal in one of the four directions 

changes one of the intervals by a given amount. Though any pedal can be used to access 

the up, down, left, and right transpositions, each pedal transposes the sound by a different 

amount. 
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Table 11. Corresponding transposition for each pedal 
 

Pedal 1 (C): Up perfect unison (P0) 
Pedal 2 (D b): Up minor 2nd (+m2) 
Pedal 3 (D): Up major 2nd (+M2) 
Pedal 4 (E b): Up minor 3rd (+m3) 
Pedal 5 (E): Up major 3rd (+M3) 
Pedal 6 (F): Up perfect 4th (+P4) 
Pedal 7 (F #): Up tri-tone (+TT) 
Pedal 8 (G): Up perfect 5th (+P5) 
Pedal 9 (A b): Up minor 6th (+m6) 
Pedal 10 (A): Up major 6th (+M6) 
Pedal 11 (B b): Up minor 7th (+m7) 
Pedal 12 (B): Up major 7th (+M7) 

 

Considering a situation (Figure 62) where the user pressed the G pedal left. The left 

transposition of all active channels is set to a +P5. Since all of the channels were active, 

every channel is now transposed +P5 on the left transposition (including the microphone 

transposition, pictured on the high C dial). 

By default, down is not transposed (represented on the display as P0). By changing 

the down transposition, the computer substitutes the transposed sound for the original, 

un-transposed version. This allows performers to add an interval to their original sound 

or to change the pitch of that sound while remaining monophonic. 

Holding a pedal in one direction and quickly moving it diagonally will transpose 

up or down by one octave in addition to the original transposition–up to ±3 octaves if the 

user quickly moves the pedal diagonally three times. Flicking the pedal diagonally up or 

right adds one octave; flicking it down or left subtracts one octave. 
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Table 12. Octave transpositions for each of the four main directions 
 
Transposition Direction Flick Direction: Flick Direction: 
Up Up/left: down one octave Up/right: up one octave 
Down Down/left: down one octave Down/right: up one octave 
Left Up/left: up one octave Down/left: down one octave 
Right Up/right: up one octave Down/right: down one octave 

 

Each transposition is labeled in either the upper, lower, left, or right portion in each 

channel’s dial. To facilitate ease of comprehension, each complex interval is labeled as the 

union of its simple inter ± its octave transposition.  

 
Table 13. All available transpositions (by semitone) and their corresponding labeling 

 
-50: -M2-4 -30: -TT-2 -10: -m7 10: m7 30: TT+2 
-49: -m2-4 -29: -P4-2 -9: -M6 11: M7 31: P5+2 
-48: -P29 -28: -M3-2 -8: -m6 12: P8 32: m6+2 
-47: -M7-3 -27: -m3-2 -7: -P5 13: m2+1 33: M6+2 
-46: -m7-3 -26: -M2-2 -6: -TT 14: M2+1 34: m7+2 
-45: -M6-3 -25: -m2-2 -5: -P4 15: m3+1 35: M7+2 
-44: -m6-3 -24: -P15 -4: -M3 16: M3+1 36: P22 
-43: -P5-3 -23: -M7-1 -3: -m3 17: P4+1 37: m2+3 
-42: -TT-3 -22: -m7-1 -2: -M2 18: TT+1 38: M2+3 
-41: -P4-3 -21: -M6-1 -1: -m2 19: P5+1 39: m3+3 
-40: -M3-3 -20: -m6-1 0: P0 20: m6+1 40: M3+3 
-39: -m3-3 -19: -P5-1 1: m2 21: M6+1 41: P4+3 
-38: -M2-3 -18: -TT-1 2: M2 22: m7+1 42: TT+3 
-37: -m2-3 -17: -P4-1 3: m3 23: M7+1 43: P5+3 
-36: -P22 -16: -M3-1 4: M3 24: P15 44: m6+3 
-35: -M7-2 -15: -m3-1 5: P4 25: m2+2 45: M6+3 
-34: -m7-2 -14: -M2-1 6: TT 26: M2+2 46: m7+3 
-33: -M6-2 -13: -m2-1 7: P5 27: m3+2 47: M7+3 
-32: -m6-2 -12: -P8 8: m6 28: M3+2 48: P29 
-31: -P5-2 -11: -M7 9: M6 29: P4+2 49: m2+4 
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A transposition of thirteen semitones up, for example would be labeled as m2+1, rather 

than +m9. And on this device, tri-tones are labeled TT, rather than as an augmented or 

diminished interval. So a transposition of forty-two semitones down is labeled -TT-3 

rather than the more complicated -dim26. 
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PERFORMANCE SCENARIO 
 

 To more clearly articulate how a performer could use this device, it will be helpful 

to examine a representative performance example. In this example, a violinist is using the 

SCREAMboard. She wants the overall flow of her performance to incorporate the 

following musical gestures: 

1. The piece should start with a single drone and that drone should build into a 

chord. 

2. Slowly, a single pizzicato enters, then more and more until the entire space is 

swirling with pizzicati. 

3. The pizzicati start to modulate and morph into much higher and lower sounds, 

while sounds of nature flood the space. The entire sound-scape slowly starts to 

sound more reverberant and starts to echo. 

4. The pizzicati start to get higher and higher, when suddenly a low, powerful, eight-

measure melody enters. It sounds like it’s coming from a great distance. 

5. A twelve-measure countermelody appears above the low melody and loops along 

with the original melody. 

6. Suddenly the melodies stop and the performer will read two poems by Pablo 

Neruda. 

7. The field of pizzicati slowly become more regular, more ordered, and eventually 

end up as one note repeated over and over. 
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8. The poems will enter again, spoken simultaneously near the end of the piece. The 

music stops with a slow fadeout. 

These musical gestures can be accomplished with the following actions: 

1. Press the F #  pedal to activate record mode on the F #  channel. Play the note and 

press the F #  pushbutton again to stop. Continue to press the F #  pushbutton to 

overdub additional notes in the chord. 

2. Press the C, D, A, and B pushbuttons to record and overdub various pizz effects. 

When they are ready to move around the room, press the high C pushbutton and 

move the high C pedal left to enter pan mode. Rotate the C and A pedals clockwise 

to automate panning, and rotate the D and B pedals counterclockwise to automate 

panning in the opposite direction. 

3. Before the performance, a sound file with nature sounds should be drag-and-

dropped over the G dial. Move the high C pedal down to return to loop mode and 

click on the G pushbutton to play the nature sounds. Then press the high C pedal 

to enter effects mode. Move the D pedal up and right to active a saturated decay, 

and move the E pedal up to engage echo. Move the E pedal right or left to make 

the echoes happen faster or slower. 

4. Move the high C pedal right to enter transpose mode. Click on the high C and A #  

pedal to engage only those two channels, and move the low C pedal diagonally 

down and left to transpose the A #  channel and the sound from the microphone 

down an octave. Next, click on the C, D, A, and B pedals to selectively apply 

transpositions to the pizzicati. Move the pedals up, down, left, or right to explore a 

variety of transposition options. Then move the high C pedal down to return to 
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loop mode. Record an eight-measure melody into the A #  channel by clicking on the 

A #  pushbutton. 

5. Move the C #  pedal to the right to enter color group mode, and then click the A #  

pushbutton to force any new loops to record in sync with the length of the A #  

sound. Next, move the C #  pedal left to enter loop ratio mode. Move the A #  pedal 

up to select a ratio of 3:2. Click the C #  pedal to record a perfectly synchronized 

twelve-measure melody. 

6. Move the C #  and A #  pedals down to mute the melody lines. Move the D #  and G #  

pedals down to turn them into one-shot (non-looping) recordings. And as each 

poem is read, press the D #  and G #  pushbuttons to record each poem into a 

separate channel. 

7. Gently move the low C pedal left, to slowly fade out the sound. Then hold the low 

C pedal down to clear the channel. Record in a new channel with only one 

repeated pizzicato. Repeat for the recordings on D, A, and B. 

8. Press the D #  and G #  pushbuttons to play the two poetry recordings 

simultaneously. When the piece is nearing its end, gently move the high C pedal 

left to fade out the global volume. 
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DEVICE TESTING 
 

This SCREAMboard was tested on a number of different hardware and operating 

systems, including Macintosh computers running three recent operating systems: Snow 

Leopard (10.6), Lion (10.7), and Mountain Lion (10.8). The device was also tested with a 

variety of sound drivers including Apple Core Audio, M-Audio MobilePre, Avid Mbox, 

PreSonus FirePod, and PreSonus FireStudio. The FirePod and FireStudio were tested with 

full 8-channel spatialization; the other audio interfaces were tested with stereo output. It 

was premiered on March 2nd, 2013 by saxophonist John Gunther and the Boulder Laptop 

Orchestra (BLOrk). Before the premiere, it was tested successfully on flute, oboe, clarinet, 

saxophone, trumpet, violin, viola, voice, and piano. With the exception of piano, the 

SCREAMboard performed admirably. The hardware transmitted pedal information 

quickly and displayed lighting changes accurately and efficiently. The various modes were 

quick to access and provided a wealth of musical opportunities for the improviser. 

Rotating the pedals to automate effects, transposition, and panning was intuitive and easy 

to actuate. The twelve distinct channels allowed the performers to play and loop their 

recordings with great flexibility and diversity. And the master controls on the high C 

pedal were intuitive and highly functional. However, the placement and functionality of 

the hardware proved problematic for pianists, because this device encroached on the una 

corda, sostenuto, and sustain pedals. A more thorough discussion of performance 
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problems, along with other suggestions for improvements and modifications can be found 

below. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

This object provides a powerful new way for instrumental improvisers who are not 

currently performing with their feet to interact with electronics. All the original design 

objectives were achieved with the first design iteration. This device offers the performer 

several notable advantages, discussed in greater detail below: the user does not need to be 

a computer expert; the learning curve is shallow (compared to other real-time synthesis 

solutions); the software is powerful and flexible; and the hardware is tough, difficult to 

break, and provides clear feedback. However, there are limitations to this design as well: 

colorblind performers, as well as cellists, pianists, harpists, and organists could have 

difficulties operating the device; the springs in the pedals could be stiffer; the Arduino 

serial communicator requires a small file to be installed before it can be used on any new 

computer; and the software can struggle on computers running older versions of Max or 

older operating systems. Despite these limitations, the SCREAMboard is functional and 

suitable for performance without any additional modifications or improvements. 
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DESIGN ADVANTAGES 
 

The SCREAMboard affords the performer several important performance 

advantages. First, the performer does not have to be a computer expert and does not need 

to code anything beforehand. Second, the device provides a standardized way for 

performers to interact with electronics. The performers do not have to learn a new 

interface with every new piece. And third, as performers use the SCREAMboard more and 

more, they will be able to more quickly and deftly create the desired sounds. This 

standardization provides an opportunity for virtuosic performance–mastery through 

repetition.  

In addition to the standardized approach, there is a shallow learning curve to the 

software–performers can create rich and lush sound-scapes with only a few hours of 

practice. Although it is quick to learn, there is an incredible depth as to what performers 

can achieve. This device provides an opportunity to unleash an improviser’s creativity, as 

opposed to following along with a pre-planned composition. Because operation of the 

SCREAMboard takes so little time for someone to learn, a performer can quickly become 

effective using the device. 

Despite being responsive and quick to master, the interface incorporates a large 

number of musical options, all of which are independently accessible and quickly 

available to the performer. The five filters, eight two-dimensional effects, four channels of 

six-octave transposition, and 360° panning are independently accessible on all thirteen 
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channels within seconds, and all of them can all be automated. The user can move to 

other modes, record additional tracks, adjust volume levels, and add effects, all while up 

to three levels of automation runs silently in the background. The user can engage with 

the system as much or as little as desired, and the interface remains just as flexible, 

whether the performer has activated one effect or one hundred. The performer can 

simultaneously play and alter any live signal, any sound recorded during the performance, 

or any pre-recorded sound that is dragged into the interface. This kind of flexibility 

allows musicians to be creative without the structure of a pre-programmed composition 

(one that relies on timing, pitch tracking, or a second performer to adjust levels and 

puppeteer the electronic processing).  

The design of the hardware provides advantages to the performer as well. The 

hardware is strong and difficult to break. The compact quality of the design allows for 

easy transportation. The “chromatic scale” layout of the board is familiar to musicians, 

which makes locating and moving a specific pedal less cumbersome. The thirteen RGB 

LEDs mounted on the board provide excellent feedback to the performer. Additionally, 

the modular design allows one malfunctioning part to be quickly removed and replaced. 

The hardware design is also flexible. The Arduino interface allows users to modify, 

supplement, or adjust the design of the hardware. The three multiplexers allow up to 

seven additional pedals to be incorporated into the system, without adding any hardware. 

With additional multiplexers, an enterprising musician could add up to eighty-five 

additional pedals. Any of the pedals or lights could be removed without modifying the 

hardware or software. And because all of the parts are stock, this hardware can be 

constructed using only this dissertation as a guide–without costly CNC machining or 3D 
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printing. Using the included API, computer savvy performers or composers could interface 

their own software creations with this hardware (Appendix A). 
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DESIGN LIMITATIONS 
 

Despite the successful design and testing of this device, there are still several 

limitations of the SCREAMboard. One problem arises because the design utilizes many 

different colors. A colorblind improviser could experience difficulties in performance. 

Though the software and hardware were designed so that none of the display colors are 

necessary for successful operation, they do provide the user with visual clues about the 

current state of the loops, recordings, filters, and transpositions. For a colorblind 

performer, the colored notes on the computer screen as well as the BlinkM and MaxM 

LEDs would not be useful, and they could even be distracting. 

The next design limitation results from the physical design of the hardware. The 

pedal system was designed for placement on the ground in front of the performer’s feet, 

with the left edge near the left foot and the right edge near the right foot. If a cellist, 

pianist, harpist, or organist used the hardware, she or he would be forced to place the 

board in a less than optimal position. For those instrumentalists, as well as performers 

with foot or leg disabilities, actuating the pedals could become prohibitively cumbersome. 

Future design iterations could include a way to split the board in the middle and separate 

it into two parts. This solution could prove useful to a pianist or cellist; however, because 

of their instrument-specific pedals, using the SCREAMboard with a harp or organ would 

still be problematic. 
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The physical design of the foot pedal could be improved as well. The spring 

coefficients were originally tailed for users who activate the pedals with their thumbs. As 

such, an ideal spring would be stiffer when the joystick is operated by foot. For example, 

when clicking on the button to record a track, the performer may inadvertently mute or 

solo a channel. If the spring coefficients were two or three times as high (that is to say if it 

took two or three times more force to move the pedal a given distance), it would be more 

ergonomic for a performer to use. These particular pedals are still suited to this 

application, especially because they are readily available, cost efficient, and require less 

time to implement than custom manufacturing a solution. If a designer wanted to custom-

build the pedal hardware, a set of springs with higher spring coefficients and a slightly 

larger pedal (again, for ease of operation) would be beneficial. 

An additional limitation of the hardware is related to the Arduino serial 

communicator. The first time a user wants to use this device on a new computer, she or 

he will need to install a USB driver from the Arduino website.59 The user is also forced to 

perform using an Apple computer. Running the software on a Windows machine would 

require loading the program directly from the included code (as opposed to opening up 

the bundled application) and downloading a Max runtime application from Cycling ‘74. 

The final limitation is caused by the current speed of computers. The combination 

of audio processing, user interface, and software calculations can cause undesirable 

artifacts in the sound if produced on slower, older computers. The software for this device 

uses over 400 internal buffers and over 1,700 function calls, which represent a significant 

amount of computing power. To compound the issue, the interface is so rich and complex 

                                                   
59 Arduino Team, “Download the Arduino Software,” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/Software. 
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that the scheduler can become overloaded on older machines (especially in version 4 and 

5 of Max). At the time of publication, Max6 is still a 32-bit application, which limits 

memory availability and limits the capabilities of the scheduler. In the future, as compuers 

become increasingly powerful, this issue will be reduced or eliminated, but as of today, 

older computers can occasionally struggle. There is a feature in the settings window to 

mute selected channels in order to save memory, which can alleviate some of the stresses. 

It is also possible to increase the vector size in the settings window, which will reduce the 

computational load on the computers. Increasing the vector size in Max will create more 

latency, making performing fast, rhythmic gestures more difficult. But despite these 

limitations, the SCREAMboard represents a functional, innovative way for 

instrumentalists to perform real-time electroacoustic improvisation without the use of 

their hands. 
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SUMMARY 
 

The SCREAMboard was designed to assist live acoustic improvising musicians 

playing with unstructured electronics. The design objectives include providing a 

meaningful way to engage with electronics, not requiring the user to have any 

programming experience, allowing several soloists to play over the course of a concert, 

processing all sounds in real-time, making the system quickly accessible, and featuring a 

suite of effects geared towards electroacoustic musicians. The SCREAMboard successfully 

satisfied these objectives, and all of the built in hardware and software functionality 

operates as expected. 

The device was successfully tested on multiple Macintosh iMacs, Mac Pro quad-

cores, and MacBook Pros (ranging in manufacture date from 2009 to 2013). It runs 

successfully on computers running the operating system Snow Leopard (10.6), Lion 

(10.7), and Mountain Lion (10.8). The SCREAMboard was tested with a variety of sound 

drivers including Apple Core Audio, M-Audio MobilePre, Avid Mbox, as well as the 

PreSonus FirePod and FireStudio (both with the full eight channels of spatialization). It 

was first performed in public on March 2nd, 2013 by saxophonist John Gunther and the 

Boulder Laptop Orchestra (BLOrk). 
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FUTURE STUDIES 
 

There are several elements of the SCREAMboard’s design that could be explored 

further. As mentioned above, a future study could involve reprogramming the Arduino as 

a human interactive device (HID). Dimitri Diakopoulos provides a solution called the 

Hiduino that can transform the typical Arduino into an HID.60 Integrating the Hiduino 

code into the Ardino interface of the SCREAMboard would eliminate the need for 

initially installing a USB driver. Though eliminating the installation of a USB driver was 

not critical to the success of this project, it does represent an avenue of future exploration. 

Another subject for future research would be to print customized circuit boards 

that can house a BlinkM, a foot pedal, and can allow for daisy-chaining the pedal 

assemblies. Rather than soldering the VCC, GND, SDA, and SCL cables together on the 

underside of the boards, printing a new board could have a different geometry, which 

would separate input and output wires for power and I2C communication, allowing each 

one to be connected with solder-free jumper cables (Figure 63). 

 

                                                   
     60. Dimitri Diakopoulos, “HIDUINO (2010+),” accessed February 19, 2013, 
http://dimitridiakopoulos.com/hiduino. 
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Figure 63. An example of a future design iteration that accounts for using JST connectors 
instead of solder. The inputs and outputs from this custom-printed circuit board are 
displayed. 

 

Using a similar layout to the suggested breakout board design (Figure 63), a future design 

could allow each pedal to be connected to the pedals next to it with JST crimp-style 

connectors, eliminating the need for soldering. The time involved in replacing components 

could be greatly reduced by the use of this kind of printed circuit board. The disadvantage 

is that new boards would need to be printed specifically for this device, which would 

provide a barrier for designers or musicians who wished to build this using stock 

components. Regardless of the advantages or disadvantages of this method, it is a viable 

avenue of future research. 

Creating a smaller version of this foot pedal system could also be useful for an 

improvising musician. Twelve fully independent audio channels may be overkill for a 

musician who is interested only in simple looping, modulation, and sound processing. For 

that performer, perhaps a four or six pedal system would be more ideal. A future project 

focused on creating a four or six pedal system would require reprogramming the interface 
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and pedal functionality for transpose mode, which could no longer associate each pedal 

with a unique chromatic pitch class. 

Several physical modifications that would not require altering the code could also 

be explored. A future study could investigate mounting the foot pedals and breakout 

boards at a slight angle. Angling the pedals towards the performer might allow for a more 

ergonomic interaction. It would be easier for performers to actuate the bottom row of 

pedals with their heels on the ground, which might allow for more precision. Raising the 

second row of pedals up a fraction of an inch might also allow for more precise control, 

especially if the second row was angled as well. 

As mentioned above, cellists and pianists would struggle to perform with this 

hardware because the piano pedals and cello endpin would get in the way of the board. A 

future study could involve splitting the pedal board in half (perhaps between F and F #) 

and placing each half on either side of the instrument. The halves could be wired together, 

or they could communicate wirelessly with Xbee technology.61 

 To avoid accidentally unplugging any wires or shorting out the system, a future 

design could include construction of a cover to shield the user from the electronics. 

Making this cover with clear high-density polyethylene or polymethyl methacrylate would 

allow the user to see all interior components. Thirteen circular holes would be drilled at 

the locations of each foot pedal, large enough so that the cover can slip over the top of 

each pedal. Determining an appropriate hole size could prove challenging. There is no 

official data sheet for the Sparkfun brand joysticks, but P3 America provides a datasheet 

                                                   
     61. Digi International Incorporated, “Digi XBee® Wireless RF Modules,” accessed 
February 19, 2013, http://www.digi.com/xbee. 
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for a model with identical dimensions.62 The recommended diameter size for the P3 

America joystick is 0.898", but additional experimentation would likely be required. 

 These modifications would supplement this research project and improve 

the design and functionality of the SCREAMboard. The design and future research 

proposed in this dissertation is not the only solution. Because the needs of musicians can 

vary wildly from improviser to improviser, customization is essential each time a new 

device is built. Performers with small feet may opt to place the pedals closer together. 

People who plan to use only prerecorded sounds may choose to replace some of the foot 

pedals with larger, arcade-style pushbuttons. Improvisers who want to play in the dark 

may choose to omit the BlinkM and MaxM LEDs. Regardless of an individual’s unique 

proclivities, this solution should be sufficiently powerful, flexible, and intuitive to meet 

the needs of any musician who is drawn to the idea of electroacoustic improvisation. 

                                                   
     62. P3 America Incorporated, “Subminiature Joystick – Model 802,” accessed 
February 19, 2013, http://www.p3america.com/pp/802.htm. 
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APPENDIX A: USER GUIDE 

 

Thank you for using the SCREAMboard: a hands-free digital processing solution for 

acoustic improvisers. Please use this guide to familiarize yourself with the functionality of 

this device. 

 

This device requires the hardware pedal board to be connected to a Macintosh computer 

running the SCREAMboard software. It also requires an audio interface that connects a 

microphone to the computer and a set of speakers, which must be installed. Make sure 

that both the audio interface and the SCREAMboard hardware are connected to the 

computer before launching the application. If, during a performance, the audio driver or 

the hardware gets disconnected, please relaunch the SCREAMboard software after 

reconnecting the cables. 

 

When connecting the speakers to outputs of your audio interface, make sure that the 

layout of your audio speakers matches the layout included in this user guide. 

 

This device is controlled by thirteen foot pedals whose functionality changes based what 

mode is currently active. A description of the functionality of the foot pedals are listed 

below, group by mode: 
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Loop Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 

 If a channel has not been recorded 
  Up: solo the empty channel 
  Down: switch to and from one-track recording* 
   *when one-shot recording is selected, click to record, stop, 

and play 
  Left: enter loop ratio mode 
  Right: enter color group mode 
  Press: start and stop recording 
 If a channel has been recorded 
  Up: solo the channel 
  Hold up: only solo this channel 
  Down: mute this channel 
  Hold down: clear this channel 
  Left & Right: volume 
  Press: start and stop overdub recording 
Pedal 13 
 Up/Down: solo and mute all channels 
 Hold up: solo all and reset all levels 
 Hold down: clear all 
 Left/Right: control global volume 
 Press: enter effect mode 
 

Effect Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 
  Click: apply the effects only to the selected channel* 
  Double-click: reset that effect on all channels 
   * if nothing is selected, effects apply to all channels 
  Rotate up to 3 times CW to automate each effect 
  Rotate CCW to lower or stop automation 
   * pedal 13 controls effects for the microphone  
 Pedal 1 
  Up / Down: volume of comb filter 
  Left / Right: delay of comb filter 
 Pedal 2 
  Up / Down: volume of low shelf filter 
  Left / Right: cutoff frequency of low shelf filter 
 Pedal 3 
  Up / Down: reverberation time 
  Left / Right: bandwidth of reverb filter 
 Pedal 4 
  Up / Down: volume of low pass filter 
  Left / Right: cutoff frequency of low pass filter 
 Pedal 5 
  Up / Down: amount of echo 
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  Left / Right: flick the pedal to shorten or length the echo delay (as a ratio) 
 Pedal 6 
  Up / Down: flange depth 
  Left / Right: flange rate 
 Pedal 7 
  Up / Down: volume of peak filter 
  Left / Right: cutoff frequency of peak filter 
 Pedal 8 
  Up / Down: amount of glissando filter 
  Left / Right: delay of glissando filter 
 Pedal 9 
  Up / Down: volume of high pass filter 
  Left / Right: cutoff frequency of high pass filter 
 Pedal 10 
  Up / Down: frequency of amplitude filter 1 
  Left / Right: frequency of amplitude filter 2 

Pedal 11 
  Up / Down: volume of high shelf filter 
  Left / Right: cutoff frequency of high shelf filter 
 Pedal 12 
  Up / Down: change sample rate 
  Left / Right: change bit depth 
 Pedal 13 
  Up: stay in effect mode (with no channel selections) 
  Down: enter loop mode 
  Left: enter pan mode 
  Right: enter transpose mode 
  Click: activate microphone (for applying effects) 
  Double-click: reset microphone effects 
  Quadruple-click: reset all 
 
Transpose Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 
  Up / Down / Left / Right: assign transposition to every active channel 
   * transpositions are based on the following table: 
Pedal: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Transposition: P0 m2 M2 m3 M3 P4 TT P5 m6 M6 m7 M7 
 
   * if no channel is active, transpositions are applied to every channel 

* if the pedal is flicked diagonally when moving up, down, left, or 
right octave transpositions are applied 

  Click: activate that channel 
  Double-click: reset the transposition associated with that channel 
 Pedal 13 
  Up: enter effect mode 
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  Click: activate microphone (for applying transpositions) 
  Down: enter loop mode 
  Left: enter pan mode 
  Right: stay in transpose mode (with no channel selections) 
 
Pan Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 
  Move in a direction to pan a sound in that direction 
  Rotate the pedals more or less to automate a channel’s spatialization 
  Click: stop automation 
  Double-click: reset position 
 Pedal 13 
  Up: enter effect mode 
  Down: enter loop mode 
  Left: stay in pan mode 
  Right: enter transpose mode 
  Quadruple-click: reset all 
 
Color Group Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 
  Click: select a new color group 
 
Loop Ratio Mode 
 Pedals 1–12 
  Up / Down: select a new loop ratio based on the following table: 
Pedal: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Up: 1:16 1:9 1:6 1:4 1:2 1:1 3:2 3:1 5:1 8:1 12:1 X:1 
Down: 1:12 1:8 1:5 1:3 2:3 1:1 2:1 4:1 6:1 9:1 16:1 X:1 
 
 
THE API bundled with the software provides users with a way to interact with the 

SCREAMboard hardware without using the software. The API is written in Max/MSP. 

The user can receive numerical output from the thirteen pedals at the bottom of the 

window and can send commands to the lights from the upper portion of the menu. 

 

The SCREAMboard works with up to eight speakers. The number of speakers can be set 

by clicking the “Settings” button. The speakers must be laid out in a fixed pattern for the 
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panning to work properly. A table with the appropriate placement of each speaker is as 

follows: 

1 speaker: 

 

2 speakers: 

 

3 speakers: 

 
4 speakers: 

 

5 speakers: 

 

6 speakers: 

 
7 speakers: 

 

8 speakers: 
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APPENDIX B: INSTALLATION GUIDE 
 

This software requires installation of two Elements: 

 

1. The Arduino driver, found online (http://arduino.cc). Follow the installation 

instructions from Arduino when installing this driver. 

 

2. The SCREAMboard software, which can be installed by dragging the application to 

any folder. Double-click the application to open. Do not run the application off of a CD 

or flash drive. 

 

To use the device, an audio interface that connects a microphone to the computer and a 

set of speakers, which must be installed. Some interfaces will require specific drivers, 

which can usually be downloaded at their company website. 
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APPENDIX C: EXAMPLE CODE 
 

EXAMPLE CODE 1: Arduino Interaction with Max 
 
 

//Arduino Foot Pedal Communication Protocol 

//2013 Hunter Ewen 

 

#include "BlinkM_funcs.h" 

#include "Wire.h" 

 

//three arrays to deal with voltages related to horizontal, vertical, and 

pushbutton 

int vert[13]; 

int horiz[13]; 

int ped[13]; 

 

//Stores previous values of each component, to compare whether something 

changed 

int oldvert[13]; 

int oldhoriz[13]; 

int oldped[13]; 

 

int buttonon[13]; 

int oldbuttonon[13]; 

 

void setup() { 

  //Set MUX control pins to output - from this muxer: Control0=5, Control1=4, 

Control2=3, Control3=2 

  pinMode(5, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(4, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(3, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(2, OUTPUT); 
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  BlinkM_begin(); 

  BlinkM_stopScript(0); 

  BlinkM_setFadeSpeed(0,20); 

   

  //Open the serial port at 28800 bps 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  BlinkM_fadeToHSB(0, 255, 255, 30); 

  

  //Set analog pins to digital input   

  pinMode(14, INPUT);          

  pinMode(15, INPUT); 

  pinMode(16, INPUT); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

 

  //Reset in case of unexpected power failure 

  BlinkM_stopScript(0); 

  

  //tracks horizontal, vertical, and pedal positions 

  //1st digit is what input number - 2nd is muxer number 

  //(the pedals are mounted sideways, so this value is labeled "vert" on the 

breakout board) 

  horiz[1] = Getinput(8, 2); ped[1] = Getinput(9, 2); vert[1] = Getinput(10, 

2); 

  horiz[2] = Getinput(4, 1); ped[2] = Getinput(5, 1); vert[2] = Getinput(6, 

1); 

  horiz[3] = Getinput(11, 2); ped[3] = Getinput(12, 2); vert[3] = 

Getinput(13, 2); 

  horiz[4] = Getinput(1, 1); ped[4] = Getinput(2, 1); vert[4] = Getinput(3, 

1); 

  horiz[5] = Getinput(14, 2); ped[5] = Getinput(15, 2); vert[5] = Getinput(8, 

1); 

  horiz[6] = Getinput(9, 1); ped[6] = Getinput(10, 1); vert[6] = Getinput(11, 

1); 

  horiz[7] = Getinput(6, 0); ped[7] = Getinput(7, 0); vert[7] = Getinput(0, 

1); 
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  horiz[8] = Getinput(12, 1); ped[8] = Getinput(13, 1); vert[8] = 

Getinput(14, 1); 

  horiz[9] = Getinput(3, 0); ped[9] = Getinput(4, 0); vert[9] = Getinput(5, 

0); 

  horiz[10] = Getinput(15, 1); ped[10] = Getinput(8, 0); vert[10] = 

Getinput(9, 0); 

  horiz[11] = Getinput(0, 0); ped[11] = Getinput(1, 0); vert[11] = 

Getinput(2, 0); 

  horiz[12] = Getinput(10, 0); ped[12] = Getinput(11, 0); vert[12] = 

Getinput(12, 0); 

  horiz[13] = Getinput(13, 0); ped[13] = Getinput(14, 0); vert[13] = 

Getinput(15, 0); 

   

  //Code for setting the lights (from the BlinkM, plug 'c' into 21 and 'd' 

into 20) 

  while (Serial.available()) { 

    if (Serial.available() >4) {//always send messages to this program in the 

format "chan hue sat bri fast" 

      int chan = Serial.read(); 

      int hue = Serial.read(); 

      int sat = Serial.read(); 

      int bri = Serial.read(); 

      int fast = Serial.read(); 

      BlinkM_setFadeSpeed(chan, fast); 

      BlinkM_fadeToHSB(chan, hue, sat, bri); 

    } 

  } 

   

  for (int i=1; i<14; i++) { 

    oldbuttonon[i]=buttonon[i]; 

    if (ped[i]<20 && (horiz[i]/8)*(vert[i]/8)>200) 

{buttonon[i]=1;}else{buttonon[i]=0;} 

    //Data smoothing: 

    if (horiz[i] >= 420 && horiz[i] <= 580){horiz[i]=504;}//center horizontal 

    if (vert[i] >= 420 && vert[i] <= 580){vert[i]=504;}//center vertical 

    if (horiz[i] >= 990){horiz[i]=1023;}//maximize the horizontal value iff 

close 

    if (vert[i] >= 990){vert[i]=1023;}//maximize the vertical value iff close 
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    if (horiz[i] <= 35){horiz[i]=0;}//minimize the horizontal value iff close 

    if (vert[i] <= 35){vert[i]=0;}//minimize the vertical value iff close 

   

    if (oldhoriz[i] != horiz[i] || buttonon[i] != oldbuttonon[i] || 

oldvert[i] != vert[i]){//check if anything's changed 

      //formats the serial chain in a way that Max can easily deal with 

      Serial.print(i); 

      Serial.print(" "); 

      Serial.print(horiz[i]/8);//divide by 8 to convert from 1024 values to 

128 

      Serial.print(" "); 

      Serial.print(buttonon[i]); 

      Serial.print(" "); 

      Serial.print(vert[i]/8); 

      Serial.print("."); 

      oldhoriz[i]=horiz[i]; 

      oldvert[i]=vert[i]; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

static int Getinput(int inputnum, int muxnum) { 

  //calculates all the necessary bit-shifting and returns the analogue 

voltage 

  //of any pin from the muxer 

  digitalWrite(5, (inputnum&15)>>3); 

  digitalWrite(4, (inputnum&7)>>2);   

  digitalWrite(3, (inputnum&3)>>1);   

  digitalWrite(2, (inputnum&1)); 

  return analogRead(muxnum); 

} 
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EXAMPLE CODE 2: Set New Address for All Attached BlinkMs and MaxMs 
 

 
//Arduino BlinkM Set Address 

//2013 Hunter Ewen 

#include "BlinkM_funcs.h" 

#include "Wire.h" 

 

//set the address of all connected BlinkMs 

int setvar=13;//this number is the address 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  BlinkM_begin(); 

  BlinkM_stopScript(0); 

  BlinkM_setFadeSpeed(0,100); 

  BlinkM_setAddress(setvar); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

} 

   

  void loop() 

{//it will alternate blue and red if successful 

BlinkM_fadeToHSB(0, 255, 255, 255); 

delay(1000); 

BlinkM_fadeToHSB(setvar, 100, 255, 255); 

delay(1000); 

}
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EXAMPLE CODE 3: Representative Images from the Max Application 
 
 

 
Figure 64. Overview of main window–not in presentation mode. 
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Figure 65. Volume calculation, using momentum from the foot pedals. 
 
 

 
Figure 66. Reinitializing a channel for drag-and-drop, prerecorded sound files. 
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Figure 67. Controlling the color of each channel’s dial. 
 
 

 
Figure 68. Soloing and muting tracks. 
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Figure 69. In loop mode, moving the pedals in different directions causes different 
feedback. 
 
 

 
Figure 70. Loop ratio mode selects a new ratio, and immediate changes back to loop 
mode (mode 1). 
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Figure 71. Routing instructions to appropriate channels when the performer is on effects 
or transpose mode. 
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Figure 72. Decoding the pedal position (represented by the number at the top of the 
image) and routing to an appropriate momentum. The 10s place represents whether or 
not the performer is holding a pedal in a certain direction. The 100s place represents what 
edge the pedal is on. The 1,000s place represents what pedal is being moved. The The 
10,000s, 100,000s, and 1,000,000s places control the X coordinate. The 10,000,000s, 
100,000,000s and sometimes 1,000,000,000s places control the Y coordinate. 
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Figure 73. The momentum object, which translates X and Y position into velocity. 
 
 

 
Figure 74. Resetting the performer’s interface as the performer clicks, double clicks, triple 
clicks, and quadruple clicks. 
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Figure 75. An example sub-patch that resets various elements as the performer clicks 
various times. 
 
 

 
Figure 76. A test for whether or not the performer is moving the pedal diagonally or is 
spinning it CW or CCW. 
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Figure 77. Routes each diagonal movement and pedal spin, and bundles the information. 
 
 

 
Figure 78. Controls the colors of the backgrounds of each onscreen note. 
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Figure 79. Tests whether or not any channel is soloed, and if it is, it mutes the others. 
 
 

 
Figure 80. Dupbuffer1 overdubs a recording into a channel that already has content. 
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Figure 81. A visualization of the five different kinds of recording. Top row: one-shot 
recording. Bottom row (left to right): record a new track while duplicating another loop 
length, record a new track, X:1 length recording, overdubbing. 

 

 
Figure 82. The newbuffer1 object formats the “start” and “stop” cues when recording a 
new sound. 
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Figure 83. The controls object receives all data from a serial port and formats it to send to 
other processing objects. 
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Figure 84. Inside the controls object, this object determines if the user is at the edge of any 
pedal. 
 
 

 
Figure 85. The circlimit object limits the radius, changing the square extremes of pictslider 
to round ones. 
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Figure 86. The recording, effect, transpose, and pan properties of channel one are 
processed in the buffer1 object. Other channels are processed in similar looking objects. 
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Figure 87. The effects sub-patch, which contains most of the effects processing for each 
channel. 
 

 
Figure 88. The five filters: low shelf, low pass, peak, high pass, and high shelf. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

This dissertation is bundled with a CD, formatted for Macintosh computers, containing 

all software, source-code, API, text, images, installation guide, and user guide. To run the 

SCREAMboard application, the software must be opened on a Macintosh computer, 

running at least OSX 10.6. As Max/MSP, Arduino, and Apple continue to change and 

update their operating systems, the software for the SCREAMboard may occasionally be 

updated or revised. The latest version of the software can be found online 

(http://www.HunterEwen.com). In order to examine the source code directly, a free copy 

of Max/MSP Runtime must be installed (http://cycling74.com). To run any of the Arduino 

code, a free copy of the Arduino software interface must be downloaded and installed 

(http://www.arduino.cc). Any content contained on the CD is free to copy, duplicate, 

modify, or use elsewhere with acknowledgement. 
 


